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Ainiellc exists.

By 1970, it had been completely abandoned, but its

houses are still there, silently decaying, consigned to

oblivion and to the snow, in the Pyrenean mountains

above Huesca known as Sobrepuerto.

All the characters in this book, however, are the

in\enlions of the author, although (for all he knows)

thcv might well be real.
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Bv the time ihcv reach the top of Sobrepuerto, it will prob-

ably be growing dark. Thick shadows will advance

like waves across the mountains, and the lierce,

turbid, bloody sun will humble itself before them,

clinging, feebly now, to the gorse and the heap of

ruins and rubble that (before fire overwhelmed it

while all the family and the animals were sleeping)

was once the solitary house at Sobrepuerto. The man
at the head of the group will pause there. He will

contemplate the ruins and the immense, gloomy soli-

tude of the place. He will silently cross himself and

wait for the others to catch up to him. That night they

will all be there: Jose from Casa Pano, Regino,

Chuanorus, Benito the charcoal burner, Aineto and

his two sons, Ramon from Casa Basa. Men hardened

by the years and by work. Brave men inured to the

sadness and solitude of these mountains. Yet, despite

that—and despite the sticks and shotguns with which

they will doubtless have come armed—a shadow of

fear and disquiet will cloak their eyes and their

footsteps that night. For a moment, they too will

contemplate, first, the fallen walls of that burned-out

hulk of a house and then the lar-oll place that one ol

them will point to.



Ill ilic dislancc. on the slope facing them, the rooftops and

trees of Ainielle, just visible amid the rocks and

terraces, will already be melting into the first shad-

ows of the night, which always arrives ven early here,

as soon as the sun sinks in the west. Seen from the

hillside, Ainielle seems to sit poised abo\e the ra\inc

like an avalanche of crazed tombstones and slates,

and only on the windows and the slate loois ol the

lower houses—those drawn downward by the damp-

ness and the di/zying rush of the river—will the sun

still manage to kindle the odd, fleeting glimmer of

light. Olhei"wise. there will be absolute silence and

stillness. Not a sound, not a wisp of smoke, not a

single human presence or even the shadow of a pres-

ence in the streets. Not even the slightest shudder of

a blind or of a sheet hung out in front ol one of its

many windows. Tlic\ will see no sign ol life in the

distance. And yet, those looking down on the village

from the high pastures of Sobrepuerto will know that

here, amid the utter stillness, the silence, and the

shadoNss, I \^ill luue seen them aiul will he waiting

foi" tJK'in.

They will set oil again. BcNond the ruined house, the path

continues down toward the valley, through oak woods

and past slate quarries. It grows narrower on the

sleep slopes, clinging to the hillside like a great snake

slithering toward the water below. Sometimes

they will lose it in the bushes. At others, it will

disappear for long stretches beneath a thick layer

of lichen and gorse. In all these years, only I have

trodden that path. They will walk, then, in silence,

verv' slowly, each man following close behind the man
in front. Soon they will hear the deep murmur of

the river. A barn owl—perhaps the same one that is



flying past my window now—will cry out from the

oak trees. Night will finally have fallen, and the man
leading the group will stop walking and switch on

his torch. All the other men will immediately do the

same. As if drawn to the same patch of darkness, they

will gaze down into the thick shadows of the ravine.

And then, in the ghostly, yellowish light of the torches,

their hands again feeling silently, nervously for their

sticks or shotguns, they will make out, among the

poplars, the outline of the mill—still there despite

the inroads made by ivy and oblivion—and then, in

the distance, silhouetted against the sky, Ainielle's

melancholy face: directly in front of them now, very

close, staring back at them through the hollow eyes

of its windows.

Their hearts will be filled by the sound of the churning

river when they cross the old bridge made of planks

and compacted earth. Perhaps, at that point, some of

them will consider turning back and retracing their

steps. But it's too late. Path and river are lost behind

the first walls, and the torch beams will already have

lit up that wretched landscape of fallen brickwork and

caved-in roofs, of gaping windows, of doors and door

frames torn from their moorings, of whole buildings

kneeling like cattle beside others that stand defiant

and as yet unscathed, and which I can still see through

my window. And in the midst of all this neglect and

dereliction, as if this really were a cemeteiy, many of

those arriving will, for the first time, understand the

terrible power of nettles, seeing how these, having

already conquered the narrow streets and the court-

yards, begin now to invade and profane the hearts

and memories of the houses. No one, or oiilv a

madman—some \^ill think at thai moment—could



have surN'ivcd all alone for so many years amid so

much death and desolation.

For a long lime, in sepulchral silence, they will stand ga/ing

at the village. They all know it of old Some of them

even had family here and will remember the times

when they used to come up to \ isit their relatives for

the fiestas held in llic autumn or at Christmas. Some
came back to bu\ cattle oi old furnituie from the

people who were then beginning to lea\e the \illage

and were willing, without sentiment or any great

expectations, to sell off anything that might bring in

a bit of monev with which to start a new life down
in the valley or in the city. But since Sabina died and

I was left completely alone in Ainielle. forgotten by

evenone. condemned to gnaw away at my memory
and my bones like a mad dog that people are afraid

to approach, no one has ventured up heie. Not for

almost ten years. Ten long, long years of utter soli-

tude. And although, from lime to time, they must have

seen the village from afar—when they go up into the

hills looking for firewood or, in the summer, with their

flocks— no one could imagine how neglect has

mangled this sad. unburied corpse.

It \sill not. therefore, be easy for them to recogni/e the

house. Given their vague memories of the place, their

confusion will onlv be compounded bv the darkness

and the \illage s ruined state. Some might think it best

to call out to me, to cut through that dense fog of

silence and let their voices go in search of me behind

all those open doors, all those broken windows, all

those dense shadows in whose resistant blackness their

memories will founder just as thcv do now in the

inscrutable blackness of the night. Hut tlic nierc idea



of doing so will frighten them. To shout here would

be like shouting out in a cemeter>. To shout here would

serve only to disturb the equilibrium of the night and

the watchful sleep of the dead.

They will decide, therefore, to continue looking for me in

silence. They will scour the village, keeping very close,

following the light from the torches, and, when
memor\' fails them, will rely instead on instinct. They

will wander the streets and the courtyards, even

retracing their own footsteps, until at last, after much
walking in circles, after much stopping and doubling

back, the murmur of the fountain will rise up from

the shadows to meet them. They will find it there,

beneath a forest of nettles, clogged with sadness and

black mud. It will take them longer, though, to find

the church. It will be there in front of them, right by

the fountain, but the light from the torches will not

reveal it until, suddenly, it falls upon an iron cross.

And then, frightened, almost too afraid to approach,

they will stare from afar at the bramble-infested

portico, at the rotten wood, the sunken roof and the

solid bastion of the belfrv that still rises up from the

devastation and ruin of the church like a stone tree,

like a blind cyclops whose sole reason for sui^iving

is to displa\ to the heavens the outrage of its now
empty eye. However, that night it will help them finally

to orient themselves on their tortuous pilgrimage

through Ainicllc.

They will stop again perhaps, confused for a moment,

outside Bescos's house, behind the luins of the

church. But the rotten roof and the explosion of ivy

obscuring its windows and doors will soon convince

them that no one has lived there for a long lime. This



house stands ri^lit beside it. at the end of the narrow
street, between the shadow ol the walnut tree and
the ever less preeisely defined orehard. The tall grass

droops over the walls, and ilu- thread of water from

the fountain, which flows freely now down the middle

of the street, with no one to channel it back into the

irrigation ditch, creeps in among the trees, rotting

their trunks and covering them with moss. Crowded
together outside, the men will peer with their torches

into the gloom of the porch and the stable, the ruins

of the old shed, the compact impenetrability of the

house behind its windows and its doors. At first, they

will no doubt assume that it too is abandoned. Ivy

and neglect have crowded in on it as they have on
all the other houses, and nothing, not even the instinc-

tive flaring up of a memoiy could indicate to them
that they have found the house they are looking for.

It will be the silence—the thick silence that fills each

room and bedroom like black slime—that finally leads

the men from the suspicion to the certaintv that they

are standing before the same door through which

some of them carried the coffin containing Sabina's

body when there was no longer anyone left in Ainielle

to help me bear het to the cemeter-s.

The rust on the boll, which creaks as someone tries to

draw it back, will be enough to upset the equilibrium

of the night and its deep pockets of silence. As if

slai tied by his own boldness, the one who dares to do

this will recoil, and the whole group will stand motion-

less and paralyzed, silent and listening, as the terri-

fying echo reverberates around the whole village. For

a moment, it will seem to them that the noises will

never cease. For a moment, thev will be gripped by

the feat that the \\hole of Ainielle will be uoken from



its sleep—after all this time—and that the ghosts of

its former inhabitants will suddenly reappear at the

doors of their houses. But the slow, interminable

seconds will pass, and nothing in the least strange

will happen, not even in this house, where such an

apparition might be expected. Silence and night will

once again take over the village, and the bright light

from the torches will again strike the door but will

fail to find the cornered glint in my watching eyes.

But the men will know that I cannot be far away. The dark

murmur of the water from the fountain and the

shadow cast by the walnut tree will tell them. The

perfection of the darkness behind the windows will

tell them. They may perhaps think that when I saw

them coming down the hillside, I locked myself up in

the most hidden and inaccessible part of the house.

Or perhaps not. On the contrary, perhaps they will

suspect that, realizing that this would be the first place

they would look for me, I would have run oil into the

hills somewhere or hidden among the shadows and

ruins of the other houses where I could, at that very

moment, be lurking, watching them. They will, in any

case, already be persuaded that I will never leave my
hiding place while they remain in the \illage. And
that, if they do manage to find me, I will put up far

more of a struggle than they would ever have expected.

And yet they will have no choice. When they do come to

Ainielle, it will be to find me. When they reach that

spot, outside this house, they will not be able to count

on an\ help Ironi the steadily encroaching night,

while, in kitchens in Beibusa, their wives and chil-

dren will be impatiently awaiting their return. Sooner

or later, therefore, one of the men will react against



the prevailing mood of indecision and, grasping his

shotgun, will stride up to the door. Someone will hold

up a torch for him as he takes close aim at the bolt.

\\c will jierhaps gesture lo the others to stand back.

But he won't give them time to do so. The explosion

will be so loud, so brutal, that it will stop them in

ihcir tracks.

B\ the time the\ do finallv react, the reverberations hom
the shot will have begun lo die awav. A penetiating

smell uiil fill the street, and a cloud of smoke will

disperse into the night above the trees in the orchard.

Slowlv and fearfully, the men will begin to move
toward the door. The lock will have been blown off

like a dry splinter of wood, and a gentle push will

suffice lo reveal to their torches the entrance to the

passageway. (Juickly. breathing hard, their hearts

pounding, they will check each of the rooms down-
stairs, the |iaiitr\. the stjil-waini solitude of the

kitchen, the subtenanean. lightless corners of the

cellar. From that moment on. evei"> thing will happen

with di/./ying speed. From that moment on (and hours

later when they try to remember in order to explain

what happened), none of them will be able to sav how
exactl\ suspicion became certainty. Because when the

first of them begins to climb the stairs, they will all

already know what has doubtless been awaiting them
here for a long time. A sudden, inexplicable chill will

tell them. Ihe noise of black wings blushing the walls

uill warn them. That is why no one will cry out ni

terror. That is why no one will begin to make the sign

of the cross or a grimace of disgust when, behind that

door, the torches finallv discover me here on the bed,

still dressed, staring straight at them, devoured bv the

moss and bv the birds.
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Yes, that is probably how they will find me, still dressed

and staring straight at them, much as I found Sabina

amid the abandoned machinery in the mill. Except

that, then, the only other witnesses were the dog and

the gray moan of the mist as it caught and tore on

the trees by the river.

(It's strange that I should remember this now, just as time

is beginning to run out, just as fear is filling my eyes

and the yellow rain is gradually erasing all memory
from them, even the memoiy of the light in the eyes

of everyone I loved. Well, of everyone except Sabina.

How could I forget those cold eyes fixed on mine as

I tried to cut through the knot that was still trying

vainly to bind them to life? How could I forget that

long December night, the first that I spent eiitiiely

alone in Ainielle, the longest and most desolate night

I have ever known?)

Julio's family had left two months before. They waited for

the r\'e to ripen, sold it in Biescas along with their

sheep and a few bits of old lurnituie, and then, one

October morning, before dauii, they loaded what thev

could on to the mare and set oil through the moun-

tains to the road. That night, too, I ran and hid in the



mill. It was what I always did whenever anyone left,

so thai I would not have to sav g(H>d-bve. so that they

would not see the sorrow that oveiAvhehned nie each

lime yet another house in Ainielle was closed forever.

And there, silling in ihe darkness, like just another bit

ol now useless mill machinery I would listen as the

sounds they made gradually disappeared along the path

leading doun to the valley. That, however, was the last

time. Altei Julio had lelt, mine was the onlv house still

inhabited, the onl\ hope ol lile lor Ainielle. That is why
I spent the whole night hidden away in the mill. That

is why. when Julio's family knocked on my door very

early the next morning. Sabina was the onlv one to

hear them. But she did not go down to open the d(K)r

either. She did not even go to the window to sav good-

bye to them with a last wave or a la.st l(H)k. Her memors
and her heai1 undone bv grief, she hid her head beneath

a pillow so that she would not heai the kncKking at

the door or the hoise's hooves as they moved off.

That autumn uas much shoiter than usual. It was still onls

October when the horizon merged with the mountains

and, a le\s days later the uiiul Itom I'rance arrived.

Foi .several days, through the stable window, Sabina

and I saw it blowing in across the empty fields, kncKk-

ing down palisades and the fences round orchards and

vegetable plots as it passed and cruelly tearing the

lea\es from the p<^plars e\en before thev had turned

\ell()W. For several nights, sitting h\ the (ire, we heard

it howling on the r(H)f like a rabid dog. It seemed as if

that surly visitor would never leave. As if the only reason

for its sudden and unexpected arrival were to keep us

company during the first winter that Sabina and I were

to spend completely alone in Ainielle.
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One morning, however, when we woke up, a profound

silence told us that the wind too had left. From the

window of this room, we gazed out on the aftermath

of its passing: torn-off slates and planks, fallen posts,

broken branches, razed terraces, fields, and walls. The

wind had been fiercer than usual. It had blown most

ferociously of all farther down the ravine, where

several poplars lay on the ground or were bent toward

it, roots exposed and the soil around them churned

up. Before it left, the wind had regrouped among the

houses. There it had shaken itself and writhed about

like a wounded beast, and now there was a strange

scattering of birds and leaves through the village, like

the innocent spoils of a cruel, barbaric war. The leaves

had been whirled up into piles along the walls. The

birds lay among these piles after being hurled by the

wind against trees and windows. Some dangled from

eaves or branches. Others fluttered clumsily about in

the middle of the street, dying. Sabina spent the whole

morning picking them up by spearing them with the

broken rib ol an umbrella. Then she made a bonlire in

the corral outside Lauro's house and, before the disap-

pointed gaze of both myself and the dog, sprinkled

them with oil and set fire to the booty that the wind,

in its flight, had left behind.

November soon arrived with its pale breath of dead moons
and leaves. The days grew shorter still, and the endless

nights by the fire gradually began to plunge us into a

profound sense of tedium, into a stony, desolate indif-

ference in the face of which words crumbled into sand

and memories almost always gave way to vast tracts

of shadow and silence. Beft)ie, \sln.n .hilio and his

family were here (and before that, when Tomas was

alive and, though alone, still clinging stubbornly to
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tlic old house and to the memor\' of Gavfn). we used

to gather around the fireside of one of the houses, and

there, for long hours, while the snowstorm moaned
high up on the roof, we would spend the winter nights

telling stories and remembering people and events,

usually from limes long past. The fire then bound us

more closely together than friendship or blood. Words,

as always, helped to drive away the cold and sadness

of winter. Now, though, the fire and our words only

made the distance between Sabina and mvself grow

larger, and memories made us e\er more silent and

remote. When the snow outside did eventually arrive,

it was already tlu re in out hearts and had been for a

long time.

It was a December day, shortly before Christmas, the first

Christmas since we had been left alone in Ainielle,

and which we were both dreading. That day, very

early. I had taken my shotgun and gone up as far as

the shepherds' huts in Escarlin. The boar had been

grubbing around in the vegetable gardens, digging for

potato loots beneath the ice right by the walls of the

houses, and. in the morning, a dark trail of turned

earth told of his secret, nocturnal visit. The dog took

a long time, however, to find the trail. She was still

little more than a puppy then and kept getting lost

among the trees, chasing after some bird or other. An

ice-cold bree/e. already touched bv the invisible hand

of the snow, was blowing down from the mountain

passes, mixing up the smells of the mountain and the

messages they brought. At last, around middav, just

as I was despairing of ever finding our night visitor,

I saw him in the distance emerging from some bushes,

crossing the stream, splashing through the mud, and

then making his way up the hill to uhere I happened
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lo be wailing. I signaled to the dog lo stay put and to

keep absolutely still, then I lay down behind a wall

with my shotgun at the ready and my knife to hand.

The boar was trotting slowly and confidently up the

hill. Accustomed by now to the state of quiet neglect

into which the woods and ravines had fallen as the

surrounding villages emptied of people, and with his

belly swollen after a night of gorging, he trotted

through the oak trees with the confidence and assur-

ance of one who has begun to think of himself as sole

owner and inhabitant. The pellet pierced his right eye,

and the impact propelled him bodily over a yard away,

where he lay writhing on the ground, squealing with

pain and shock. I had to shoot him twice more, once

in the belly and once in the throat, before I could go

o\er to him and cut short his cruel agony with a long,

deep tlimsl of m> knife.

That night, 1 didn't get to sleep until ver\' late. The storm

wind kept buffeting the roof and the windows, and

the dog sat barking on the porch, guarding from afar

the bloody shadow now hanging head downward from

a beam, secuied by the length of rope which, that

afternoon, I had used to drag the boar all the way
from Escartin to the house. It had been a long time

since anything had interrupted my daily routine, and,

thai night, 1 couldn't sleep, going over and over, as if

it were a fixed and fio/.en image, each detail of what

had happened at midday.

When I woke, it was not yet dawn. The room was pitch

black, but an icy light glowed in the glass panes, form-

ing a sliangel\ tentative frame about the small rec-

tangle ()! the \^incl()\^. It was the snow, \\,liiel) was

falling on Ainielle like an ancient white cuise and
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was once again beginning lo buiA the tools and the

streets. The wind had dropped, and a deep calm

spread over the village, rendering it silent and help-

less. For a few inonients. as sleep otiee more engulfed

niv eves, the snows of m\ childhood began to melt

into iheni—as if the sight of the window and the snow
falling oFi the village formed part of that memorv too

—

adding to that night the trail left bv so manv other

nights, dredging up from the forgotten past thai \ei"N

first solitude, and transfoi ining into memoi'\ both

seeing and sleep. Lost in that mist. I turned over. And
that was when I realized Sabina was no longer in the

bed.

I looked in \ain loi hei throughout the house: in the rooms

downstairs and in the kitchen, in the junk room at

the back where we kept the tools, in the attic and in

the cellar. On the porch, I found that the dog had gone

too. Onlv the dark shadow of the boai still hung from

the beam, lilling with its blood the puddle beneath it

and spoiling the perfect whiteness of the snow. I found

footsteps at the door, almost on the point of being

eiased. I followed them slowlv, keeping close to the

walls of the hou.ses. aware of the snowflakes bursting

against my eyelids and of an inexplicable fear filling

my eyes like the night. The footsteps went as far as

Juan Francisco's house, turned off abrupllv behind a

shed, before disappearing into the distance among the

mined walls of the church. I stood at the end of the

street and ga/ed fearfully around me at the immense

solitude of the night. I listened for a moment: my
breathing was the only thing to break the icy. infinite

lavers of silence. I pulled mv iacket more tighllv atound

me against the snow and continued to follow Sabina's

trail. Thus I crossed the whole village, ears cocked
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lor the slightest sound, pausing at every step to inter-

rogate the dark, until, gradually, past the ruined school

and what remained ot Gavin's old sheds, the lootprinls

in the snow became crisper and deeper, and the suspi-

cion that she was somewhere near became instead a

presentiment. I finally caught sight of her at the end

of the street, about to disappear along the path to

Berbusa, and, at that moment, I knew I would never

ever forget that image: in the midst of the silence and

the snow, amid the desolation and ruin of the houses,

Sabina was wandering about the village like an

appai ition or a ghostly exhalation, with the dog follow-

ing meekly behind her.

The same thing happened on the nights that followed. At

about live or six in the morning, when the night was

still pressing down upon the mountains, Sabina would

get out of bed, noiselessly lea\e the room, and, with

only the dog for company, wander the solitary, snowy

streets until the first light of day broke over Ainielle.

Pretending to be asleep, I would see her get up, watch

from the window as she disappeared down the street,

then return to bed in the vain hope of resuming my
broken and now impossible sleep. In the morning,

when I got up, weary with going over and over the

possible reasons for Sabina's sadness, I would find

her sitting by the fire in the kitchen again, her breath-

ing made hoarse by the smoke and her gaze distant

and blank.

Little by little, as the days passed (and, in particular, ever

since the day when the snow had irrupted into our

lives with its endless spiral ol ice and liquid skies),

Sabina fell into a profound state ol indolence and

silence. She spent the hours sitting hv the fire or staring
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out M llic cmply slrccl througli the small window,

completely oblivious lo my picscncc. I saw her drift

like a shadow through the house. I secretly watched

her eyes, against the crazy backdrop of the flames,

not knowing liow to bieach the cold distance of her

ga/e or how tt) break the thick mesh of silence that

was threatening now to lake over both myself and the

whole house. It was as if words had suddenly lost all

meaning, all significance, as if the smoke from the

fire had cieated between us an impenetrable cuitain

that changed oui faces into those of Iwt) strangers.

Sitting opposite her. blockaded in by the snow. I would

fall into a dark, turbid somnolence—fed by the sleep-

less, tormented desolation of the night—or else I too

would sit for hours absorbed in contemplation of the

fiery forest in which the gorse twigs burned and. with

them, my memories. Sometimes, though, the howling

silence was so loud, so deep, that I would leave the

kitchen, unable to stand it any longer, and seek in the

darkness of the porch the dog's warmer and more

human ga/e.

On the night that she died. Sabina got up much earlier than

usual. It was oiiIn hall past one, and we had gone to

fx'd barelv an houi Ixlot e. Immersed in the darkness

—

and feigning a sleep thai the ver> U)nging for sleep

denied me— I was aware of the sudden cold ol the

emptv space she left behind among the sheets, of

the familiar whisper of clothes being pulled on and of

stealths steps going noiselessly down the staiis. Then

I heard the dog stir, woken by the footsteps and the

nistv creak of the door hinges as Sabina left the house.

But that night, I did not go after her. I did not even

get up. as I had on other nights, to watch her through

the window. That night, an inexplicable coldness
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paralyzed my heart and kept me motionless beneath

the weight of blankets, while the darkness and the

troubled silence once more took over the house. I lay

like that for several hours, listening to the distant,

obscure languages of the silence and the snow until,

around daybreak, overwhelmed by sleep and waiting,

I plunged at last like a weightless being into an obscure,

interminable nightmare: having taken possession of

roofs and streets, the snow, which had been falling

relentlessly on Ainielle for days now, had burst through

the doors and windows of the house and was gradu-

ally filling every room, coating every wall, and even

threatening to bun the bed in which I lay in the grip

of some strange force that prevented me from getting

up and escaping that endless nightmare.

When 1 woke, day was dawning. The cold light glittering

on the windows—remnants of ice and of my own
dream—made me wonder (or a moment if the snow

had in fact invaded the house and buried me beneath

it. While I got dressed, I looked out through the

window at the street. It had stopped snowing; but a

dense, clogging, threatening fog now covered the trees

and nearby rooftops. A deep, impenetrable fog into

which—so I imagined—the smoke from the chimney

of this liousc uould, as usual, be disappearing. In (lie

kitchen, however, the fire was still out, and I could

not find Sabina anywhere. I went out to the porch to

look for the dog; she wasn't there either And then, as

if the morning light had suddenly collided with all my
senses and as if the infinite emptiness of the house

had exploded in my hands, I was seized bv a sirspi-

cion thai Ir aiisfoi rued the silence into a ne\s nightmare

and in\ dieam into a presentiment.
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In the street, the fog clung to the walls, and the icy damp
of the (lost rendered aiiv receiil loolprinls invisible.

An immense silence lilled the whole \illage and stuck

its long, filthy tongue into the darkness of the houses,

seeking out the rust of neglect and the accumulated

dust of years. I silentlv closed the door behind me. I

lelt in my irouser pocket loi the lamiliai shape ol my
knife, and I hen. keeping my breathing and my pulse

steady .so that they would not betray me, I walked the

same lonely route that Sabina followed each night.

Slowlv. my feet plunging into the snow with every

step, my senses anticipating the log, I scoured the

entire village, unable to find a trace of her passing. I

looked in each porch, around eveiT corner, and behind

ever>- wall. I searched the whole of Ainielle. street by

street, hou.se by house. All in vain. It was as il the

snow and silence had buried her. As if her slender

figure had dissolved forever into the log. I neverthe-

less peered again around the ruined church and was

just about to return home when I realized that there

was still one place wheie I had not looked.

From a distance, like one more shadow among all the other

fog-shrouded shadows, I could just make out the dog

King in the road. Curled up in the snow, beneath the

dubious shelter ol the bare pt)plars. she looked like a

drowned creature washed up and abandoned there by

the wild river. I crossed the bridge and hurried on.

calling to her .softly as I approached. However, as .soon

as she saw me, instead of iimning toward me as she

usually did. she got up and shuffled slowly back

towaid the dooi of the mill, never taking her eves off

me. I wasn't sure whether she was tiding to guide me

or, on the contrary, attempting to block my path In

her eyes—and in the strangely threatening attitude she
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had adopted from the start (and which reminded me
of her fearful, soHtary vigil over the boar in the middle

of the night and the snow)— I saw at once what

awaited me beyond her and beyond the door of the

mill. Without a moment's hesitation, I ran to the door

and kicked it down: Sabina was hanging there, sway-

ing like a sack above the old machinery', her eyes very

wide and her neck broken by the rope with which, a

few nights before, I had hung up the boar in the porch.
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It was tlu- only souvenir of her lluit I kept. I still cariA it

with nic. lied around my waist, and I hope that on

the day ihey come looking lor me il will go with me
to the cemetery along with my other clothes. All the

other things—the pictures, the letters, the photo-

graphs—have hcen waiting lot me there foi a long

lime now.

I was so stunned by the discovery that at first, when I cut

her down. I did not even think to remove the tragic

noose bound so tightly around hei neck. I did not

notice the rope again until I uas outside the mill.

trying to drag her thrt)ugh the snou, and, not know-

ing what else to do with it. almost uithout thinking.

I tied il around my waist so as not to make the grim

task of dragging Sabina s hod\ hack to the house even

more difficult.

I torgot all about it until several days later. The sudden-

ness with which things had happened (the arrival of

the men from Berbusa—whom I had managed to

reach only alter walking for hours across the hills.

beset by snow and near-madness—the long, silent

night vigil followed by Sabina's funeral the next

day beneath the harsh, frozen light of dawn) and the
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terrible solitude that overwhelmed the house when
the men left to go back to their own homes, all this

plunged me into a state of profound apathy from

which it took many days to emerge. I spent days and

nights sitting by the fire, forgetting even to eat or to

sleep, but getting up occasionally in order to peer

through the window at the shadowy shape of the dog

lying like a crumpled rag on the porch, and I did not

even realize that I still had the rope with me, tied

around my waist, like a rough belt or like a curse.

When I did notice it, I experienced the same sense of

shock that I felt again just now: the coarse, rough

touch of old, dr"y esparto that grazes the skin and

enters the blood and sears the memory like a burn.

Sometimes, you think you have forgotten ever>'thing,

that the rust and dust of the years have destroyed all

the things we once entrusted to their voracious

appetite. But all it takes is a noise, a smell, a sudden,

unexpected touch, and suddenly the alluvion of time

sweeps pitilessly over us, and our memories light up

with all the brilliance and fury of a lightning flash.

On that night, the memory was still raw. Or, rather,

it was not yet even a memory, but, rather, an endlessly

recycled image that lived on in my eyes. I was stand-

ing by the bed, in the pitch black, utterly broken by

exhaustion and weariness, and prepared, with a

mixlur e of determination and resignation, to confront

once and for all the infinite solitude which, for several

nights now, had been waiting for me between those

sheets. It happened as I was undressing. All of a

sudden, my hand met the unexpected roughness of

the rope, which sent a sluiddei thioutih nie, transfix-

ing me to the spot.
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My first thought was to throw it on the fire. But when I

went hack to the kitchen, the lire had aheady gone

out, and the einbeis were gradually dying down in

the silence of the night. If I wanted to burn the rope,

I would have to light the fire again, and I was simply

loo distressed and too tired to do that. Besides, there

was no nu)ie fiiewood. and I would have had to go

out to the stable to get more. I decided that the best

thing would be to put it away somewhere and wait

for the following morning, when I would feel calmer

and be able to think more cleailv; ihcii I could light

the fire and sil beside it and watch the rope as it was

transformed slowly into a pile of ashes. However. I

could find no place for it in the kitchen or in any of

the other rooms. The idea of Sabina coming back

during the night to reclaim the rope, and the idea of

my own footsteps wandering the house— like those of

a murderer seeking some safe hiding place for the

murder weapon—convinced me that as long as that

piece of rope was in the house, I would be incapable

of sleep, or of even thinking of going to bed. In the

end, I was so upset and overwrought that I went into

the street and hurled the piece of rope as far as I

ct)uld out into the night and the snow, as far away

from the house as possible, as if the rope itself had

begun to bum inv hands.

I remember that 1 slept loi many hours: possibly fifteen

or even twenty. Possibly more. I may have slept for

whole days—days I have never been able either to

recall or to retrieve—and the next light I saw (and

which I. at first, took to he the first glimmei of dawn)

was not the light of the following day. but that of

two or three days later. I don't know. I have never

tried to work it out. and now it matters e\en less
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than it did then. I only know that I slept for a very

long time, a slow, heavy, seemingly endless sleep,

and that when I awoke, it was once more beginning

to grow dark.

The dog was lying in her usual corner on the porch. She

had barely changed position since I last looked at hen

Immersed in the gloom, staring out at the frozen snow

that had now reached the corral wall and the lower

part ol the stable window, she did not even react when

she heard me coming down the stairs. She must have

been hungry. Like me, she hadn't eaten for several

days. I searched around tor something to eat in the

house and eventually found a piece of stale, half-frozen

bread in a chest. 1 threw it down in front of her, but

the dog merely gave it a cursor\' glance, without

moving from her place. Then she turned her head

slightly and lay watching me with the same cold, dull

eyes, with the same troubling expression I had seen

only davs before in Sabina's sleepless, snow-burned

eyes.

Meanwhile, night had once more fallen on Ainielle. What

I had taken to be the first light ol a new day—when

I woke at last from that long, heavy sleep—was only

the brazen darkness with which the night always

begins in winter as it unpicks the horizon and the

mountains, i fell cold. I fetched a spade and dug a

narrow path through the snow to the stable. While I

was asleep, it had snowed again—snow on snow and

ice on ice—and the corial was now buried beneath a

thick, firm layer of snow that came up to my waist. I

had to dig away for a while at the stable door before

I could open it and collect the wood I needed for the

fire. Then, 1 went back to the poich, let the dog into
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llic kitchen, and settled down for another night by the

hearth. Just as I was hghting it, as the llaines began

to bloom among the logs and a dehcious wave of

heat began gently filling the room, I remembered the

rope I had thrown out into the street the previous

night.

I called the dog and went outside with a flashlight. A sullen

wind was beating the loollops and violently shaking

the branches of the trees. The sky was dark, heavy

with the weight of night, but an intense glow III the

street and the whole village. I stepped out into the

snou ; it barely gave beneath mv boots. The snow was

freezing hard. The dog followed me as far as the

approximate place— I was snuggling to remember

—

uheie the rope must have landed that other night. I

don't know whethei the dog actually knew what I was

looking for; but. loi a long time, keeping close by my
side, she sniffed about from the orchard gate to the

irrigation ditch, from Bescos's old palisade fence to

the corner of the church: in shoil, the whole of the

upper pait of the street. But it uas no use. The last

snowfall must ha\e completeK bur ied the rope— I was

once more gripped by the image of Sabina coming

back for it while I was sleeping—and the light from

the flashlight slipped back and forth across the frozen

surface of the street ne\er finding the sinuous shape

I was looking for. I went back into the house to get

the spade, and I dug up all the snow in that part of

the street, but to no avail. In the end, sweating and

tired, mv hands burned by the cold and mv breath

freezing in my mouth, I returned to the kitchen

convinced that it would be a long time before I saw

that rop>c again.
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I soon forgot about the incident. After our fruitless search

in the snow, the dog and I resumed our places by the

fire—and, once there, our respective somnolent

states—and gradually the torpor of the night and the

smoke from the fire wiped from my mind the harsh

memoiT of the rope now lying in the middle of the

street, beneath a tombstone of ice and silence. That

—

I thought—was enough for my peace of mind. I was

unaware then of the threat that still hung over me,

nor did I know that on that very night it would once

more make an ab\ss of my soul.

It all began wiili iii\ discovery of an ancient photograph

of Sabina. It had always been there, on the kitchen

wall, just above the bench where she used to sit and

which was there before me now, empty and terribly

lonely. It was an old photograph, yellow with age, that

a photographer in Huesca had taken when we went

down to see Camilo off at the station—Sabina in her

Sunday best: the worn, black dress, the gray linen

shawl over her shoulders, the earrings she had worn

when we got married, dusted off for the occasion. I

had put the photograph in a wooden frame and hung

it on the wall. It had hung there ever since, for nearly

twenty-three years. But one's eyes grow accustomed

to a landscape, it gradually becomes incorporated into

one's habits and daily routine and, in the end, is trans-

formed into a memory of what your eyes once learned

to see. Which is why, that night, when I suddenly

noticed the yellowing photo, Sabina's eyes fixed on

mine as if we were seeing each other for the first time.

Startled. I looked back at the fire. The logs crackled sadly,

and, beside the fire, the dog lay peacefully asleep,

oblivious both to my eyes and to the photograph
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walcliing over il.s laillitul sleep lioin llic diisiv soli-

tude of the wall. There was no apparent change to the

invariable routine of other nights. Nothing altered the

familiar phvsio^noinv of the kitchen aiound nie. But

in the cra/y liglil ol the llaines, above the bench now
empty forever, Sabine's eyes were staring at me. look-

ing insistently into my eyes, as if they lived on in that

ancient piece of paper.

Gradually, as the night advanced, the photograph became
an increasingly disquieting and obsessive presence. I

concentrated on the spiraling (lames in the lire. I closed

my eyes and ti ied to sleep. But it was u.seless. Sabina's

yellow eyes were watching me. \\c\ old loneliness was
spreading like a patch of damp across the wall. I real-

ized that the tranquillity and sleep ol a lew hours

earlier would be impossible as long as that photo-

graph was there before me.

The dog woke up with a start and sat looking at me,

confused. I was standing by the bench, troubled and

agitated but determined now to rid myself of that pres-

ence. The recent memory of the rope drove me on.

The fear of madness and of insomnia was beginning

to take hold ol me. 1 took the photograph in my hands

and looked at it again: Sabina was smiling a terribly

sad smile, her eyes were looking at me as if they could

still see. And as she stood there amid the terrible deso-

lation of that empty station platform—empty forever

—

her loneliness pierced my heart. I know that no one

will ever believe me. but as the photogiaph was being

consumed by the flames, her unmistakable voice

called me by my name, and her eyes looked at me,

begging my forgiveness.
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Terrified, I left the kitchen. I closed the door behind me
and stood in the darkness. Almost instantaneously,

I was filled by an inexplicable inner chill. The house

was frozen, heavy with menace, thick with silence

and a dank cold. I stopped halfway along the corri-

dor. The echo from the flames had been stifled, but

the voice now spoke right next to me. Seized with

panic, I looked around. The darkness was absolute,

filling my eyes like a curse. Cold beads of sweat

broke out on my forehead. A loud bang paralyzed

me. On the wall at the end of the corridor, next to

a long-forgotten calendar, Sabina was again looking

at me, this time from an old photograph of us both

in which she was sitting to the right of me on a

bench. Without a second's thought, I tore it down
and raced upstairs to the bedroom. I realized I had

to act quickly.

Drawers, chests, and trunks. The rooms upstairs and the

attic. The wardrobe and the kitchen cupboards. I looked

everywhere. In the middle of the corridor, I made a

pile of all Sabina's things—photographs, letters,

earrings, her wedding ring, even some clothes and

family mementos. Anything that might prolong her

presence in the house. Anything that might continue to

feed her spirit and her shadow, which kept circling

aroimd me. When I came downstairs again, a rough

wind was rattling the whole house, beating restlessly

against the windows and ihc doors.

In the middle ol the street, the night brought me up short.

It was the same night o( only a few hoius earlier",

except that now it was filled with my sense of exas-

peration. I stood stock still in the snow and took a

deep breath of cold aii. I let myself be filled by its
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icy clarity. Then, vcn slowly, while mv breathing and

pulse regained their normal thvthm. I walked away
from the house along the path I mvsell had dug
earlier, and. with the aid of the torch. I found the old

gate into the orchard. I had to struggle to get it open.

It was completely covered by snow, and the boll

creaked stiffly beneath a slipper>' black scab of ice.

At last, I managed to force it. I looked at the old wall,

at the lonely well, at the rigid trees standing as still

as icebound ghosts in the snow. I found a place near

the wall, and. having first cleared away the snow with

the spade, I began to dig. As I feared, the ground was
frozen hard, benumbed by frost and bv its own soli-

tude. The spade bounced off it or bent uselessly in

my hands as if it had hit a tombstone or a thick root.

I had to dig for nearly half an hour, holding the torch

in my mouth, the sweat freezing on my face, in order

to make a hole w ide enough and deep enough to hold

the suitcase in which I had placed all of Sabina's

personal possessions and souvenirs. It was an old

suitcase made of wood and tin. Mv father had made
it for me when I ueiit oil to do ni\ military scr\'icc,

and it had accompanied me e\ei"%where ever since.

Nt)w it would keep her company, the two of them

alone beneath the earth, on their final journey into

eternily.

Da\ was breaking when I went back to the house. A cold

light like molten lead was filtering thiough the

fog. and a pale glow gently lit the kitchen and the

corridor. In the house, all was once more calm and

silent, tven the fire, burning only feebly now and

reduced to a circle of yellow embers, caressed the

dog's sleep as serenely and placidly as it always did.
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I remember that, when I went into the kitchen, I

glanced, almost involuntarily—for the first time in

months—at the calendar. If my memory serves me
right, the night that was just ending was the last night

of 1961.
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If mv mcmon' senses me right. It was 1961. if my memor>'

senes me right. But how can you tiust memory? How
could I be so sure that it really was the last night of

1961? Or that the old suitcase of wood and tin really

is lying rotting in the orchard beneath a mound of

nettles? Or—why not?—that it wasn't Sabina hei'self

who removed all the photographs and t(K)k them and

the letters with her when she left? Perhaps I dreamed

or imagined it all in order to fill up the abandoned,

empty time with dreams and invented memories. Have

I simply been lying to myself all this time?

I e\tii stL- ilie I oof of Besc6s's hou.se silhouetted against

the moon. The night obscures eventhing else. e\en the

window and the bars on the bedstead. I can led the

obsessive presence of my own body—the vague ache

of smoke in my chest, in my lungs—but my eyes can

see onlv the roof of Bescos's house silhouetted against

the moon. But do the\ really see it? Are the\ just

dreaming it the way thev dream people and places,

even people and places unknown to me? Are they not

simply recalling the old image of a roof thai, like so

many others in Ainielle, collapsed years ago?

Solitude, ii 1^ true li.is (on id me to t ome late to face with
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myself. But also, as a consequence, to build thick walls

of forgetting around my memories. Nothing so fright-

ens a man as another man—especially if they are one

and the same—and that was the only way I had of

surviving amid all this ruin and death, the only way

of withstanding the loneliness and the fear of madness.

I remember that, as a child, I used to listen to my
father talking about things that had happened in the

past, and I would see my grandparents and the old

people of the village sitting around the fire, and the

thought that they already existed when I had not even

been born seemed to me troubling and painful. Then,

unbeknownst to anyone else—huddled at one end of

a bench where I probably passed unnoticed— I would

let their stories lull me to sleep, and I adopted their

memories as mine. I would imagine the places and

people they talked about, I would give them the faces

I thought they must have had, and, just as one gives

shape and form to a desire or a thought, I would build

my memories out of theirs. When Sabina died, lone-

liness forced me to do the same. Like a dammed-up
river, the course of my life had suddenly stopped, and

now, stretching out before me, lay only the vast deso-

late landscape of death and the infinite autumn inhab-

ited by bloodless men and trees and by the yellow rain

of oblivion.

After Sabina's death, memory was my sole reason for

living, my onlv landscape. Abandoned in a corner,

time stopped, and just as happens with the sand when
one turns over an hourglass, it began to flow in the

opposite direction to which it had flowed before. I

never again worried about the encroaching old age

which, for a long time, 1 had refused to accept. I never

gave another thought to the old clock lorgotteii in one
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cornel ol the kitchen and hanging uselessly on the-

wall. Suddenly, time and menioiA had fused together,

and exeiAthing else—the house, the village, the sky,

the mountains—had ceased to exist, except as a distant

memor> of itself.

It was the beginning ol the end, the stall of the long, inter-

minable larewell that my lile became horn then on.

Just as when you open a window after many years and

the sunlight rips through the darkness and disinters

from beneath the dust objects and passions long since

forgotten, so solitude entered my heart and sent a

searching light into every comer and cavity of my
memor>'. Just as the wind from France suddenly

appears, dragging thistles and scraps of paper through

the streets, thudding into doors, and bursting into

porches and into the rooms of houses, so time shook

the walls of silence and wandered through the Riins.

dragging with it memories and dead leaves. It was the

final exhumation of ever>'thing I had dreamed and

experienced, the beginning of a journey without return

into a past that will end with me. But just as words,

when they are born, create silence and confusion

around them, so memories leave banks of mist. Thick,

swirling banks of mist that the melancholy of the years

spreads o\ei memon. graduallv transforming it into

a strange, ghostly landscape. I soon came to realize

that nothing would evei be the same again, that mv
memories were only tremulous reflections of them-

selves, that my loyaltv to a memor> which lay crum-

bling among mists and ruins would, in the long run,

become a form of betrayal.

Ever since then. I have lived as if with my back to myself.

During all these years, it has not been me sitting by
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the fire or wandering through the village like a soli-

tar\' stray dog. It has not been me getting into this

bed and lying in silence, listening to the rain until

dawn. During all these years, it has been my memory
that has wandered through the village and sat by the

fire, my shadow that has climbed into bed and lain

there in silence listening to the rain and to my own
breathing. And now that the final night is here, now
that time is running out and my memorv' is finally

thawing like the earth beneath the sun after a long

winter, I open my eyes again, I look around me, and

I find only this dull ache of smoke in my chest, in my
lungs, and the blurred gray clarity of the window to

one side of the bed, and the yellow circle of the moon
silhouetting the roof of Bescos's house beyond.
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The roof and the moon. The window and the wind. What

will be left of all this when I am dead? And il I am
already dead when the men Irom Berbu.sa find me at

last and close my eyes lorever, in whose eyes will ihey

continue to live?

If the aulnmn was not now scorchinj: the moon. I WDuld

think il was the same moon that shone on that New
Year's Eve. If the moon was not now burning my eyes,

I would think that my life since then had been noth-

ing but a dream. A white, feverish, tormented dream,

like the anguish ol these tangled sheets or the endless

madness of that first winter. A uhite. feverish,

tormented dream that the dog's barking would shatter

as it did then, amiouncing in the night the beginning

of the thaw.

The window and the moon still frame and illuminate that

first memory One night in March, around dawn, about

the time of the festival of San Jose. The wind against

the windowpanes and the dog barking at the moon
and calling to me in mv sleep. For some time now I

had been able to smell the death of winter in the air.

A trembling of seeds was being reborn in the woods.

A dank darkness rose up from the earth and spread



gradually through the streets, the vegetable gardens,

and the orchards. And, in the icy corner of the porch

where the dog usually lay, a sweet, joyous disquiet

was making her heart and eyelids flutter. That was

why, on that night, when I went up to bed after another

day spent uselessly in front of the fire, it took me a

long time to get to sleep, remembering distant, forgot-

ten springs. That is why, on that night, when I was

woken at dawn by the dog's barking, I knew winter

was over and knew too that I would not be able to

go back to sleep.

For a long time, I lay silent and motionless in my bed as

I am now. The night was utterly calm, asleep beneath

the ice, lit only by a cold, transparent moon. There

was nothing odd about that night, apart from the now
hushed barking of the dog, nothing to distinguish it

from previous nights. The hushed village, the half-

open window, the vague silhouette of Bescos's house

beyond the panes blurred with frost, everything

around me was just as before. But as the dawn
approached, and the moon dissolved like smoke
behind the creeping white frost flowers, an obscure

murmur began to fill the house and the whole village.

At first, it was just a subterranean muttering, the

passionate burble of water returning to life beneath

the ice and dripping slowly irom the rooftops and

running along the streets. But then, when the dawn
light finally broke thioiigli the long siege of night, and

when the first stiff rays of sunlight spread over the

mountains—after all those weeks—dissolving the

window into blood and breath, that initial muiinur

quickly became a dark, impetuous rushing. It was the

river, the roar of the snow melting, of mountain

torrents overflowing the paths and ravines around
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Ainicllc. It was water, the death of winter, the resur-

gence of sun and life aflei maiiv months buried

beneath the ice.

I will never forget that moment. I had been waiting for it

for so long, I had imagined and yearned for it so often

throughout that terrible winter that when it finally

arrived. I almost thought it might be no inoic than a

dream. I even heard Sabina moving around in the

kitchen and my father's unmistakable voice talking to

Besc6s on the porch. But no. It wasn't a dream. The

sound of water was definitely there outside the house.

That vaporous sun was continuing to drain the color

from the windowpanes, and I was awake, as I am
now, as I used to be, when the snow and silence of

childhood still covered the window of this room and

I imagined that the icicles hanging from the roof had

turned to steel. So much time has passed since then.

So much time and so much steel has accumulated in

my bones. But there are images that slay glued to

your eyes, like transparent panes of glass, and that fix

first sensations in time as if the eye were merely a

mirror of the landscape and one's gaze the only

possible reflection.

That day, however, I was far from feeling the melancholy

longing that the memory of it brings me now. After

so much time, after all the tedium and snow, the day

was finally dawning differently from the others, and,

while I dressed, I was filled by the same mysterious

disquiet that I had noticed in the dog's eyes earlier in

the week. I did not even stop to light the fire as I

always did when I got up. Indifferent to the cold still

gnawing at porches and streets, oblivious to the wet

slowly seeping into my boots and my soul. I spent all
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morning wandering around the village like a survivor

in the midst of the wreckage of a ship. Then I shared

with the dog the leftovers from the previous night's

supper, lit the cigarette I had managed to keep for

that moment—my tobacco supplies had run out two

weeks earlier—and I sat down in the doorway to

contemplate the victory of the sun over winter.

Within three or four days, the snow had gone completely.

The meltwater overflowed the ditches, and the streets

filled with mud. At the same time, the houses began

to display their stumps and bones. Beneath the

unilorm blanket of snow, Ainielle had recovered its

former homogeneous appearance, but now, along with

older cracks and crevices, the sun revealed the dam-

age the winter had inflicted on many of the houses.

Some, their collapsed roofs and their walls cruelly

criss-crossed with cracks, looked as if the wind had

taken a great bite out of them. Other older houses that

had long been abandoned—like Juan Francisco's or

the stables belonging to Acin and Santiago—had

finally accepted defeat and lay on the ground, trans-

formed into a heap of stones and planks eaten away

by the snow. I wandered among them remembering

their owners, I stood on porches thick with brambles,

walked around what remained of kitchens and

bedrooms, like a hall-crazed general returning alone

to the trenches which all his soldiers had deserted or

in which they had all died.

One morning, the sun alscj uncovered the shadow ol Sabina

beneath the soil. The dog and I were coming back

from the hills where we had been laying traps and

snares in the snow (in the ravine at Balachas we had

found two dogs devoured by wolves as well as the
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pulivlvin^ remains of a goat), when, near the house,

the clog suddenly stopped stock still in the street and

began barking anxiously, as if she had discovered the

trail left by a snake beneath the palisades still buried

in snow. I had almost forgotten it. After that night

—

thai long night when, foi the first time, madness had

laid its yellow larvae in my soul—peace had returned

to the fire and to the house, and the troubling memory
of the rope had begun to fade into the distance. Now.

however, it too had come back. The ends peeped out

from the mud like another root sprouting up among
the palisades, but. oddly enough, its presence did not

make me feel troubled oi threatened as it had on that

other night. Now 1 could see the rope as just another

piece of flot.sam left behind by the winter. I washed

it in the snow without anv feelings of fear or dread

and dried it on my clothes without a thought for the

rough touch that had once made an inferno of my
soul. And so. \shcii 1 vsciit home and I tied the rope

around mv waist—again, almost without reali/ing. as

if time were once more repeating itself— I understood

that it would never leave me again, because the rope

was Sabina's ownerless soul.

The following morning. veiA early. I went down to Biescas

with the rope around my waist. It was still dark when
I left Ainielle. The roads were clogged with mud. and

I could barelv walk under the weight of the skins

which I would exchange at Pallars's shop for tobacco

and seeds. Then I would go and see Besc6s to sort

out the arrangements for tending the sheep that

spring. I remember that there was snow on the hills.

The lake at Santa Orosia was frozen, and a cold wind.

tinged with lavender, was blowing down from the

mountain passes of Erata. Even so. I skirted round
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Berbusa. I hadn't spoken to a soul for four months,

and I didn't feel tempted by the possibiHty of doing

so now. I had grown used to silence, and, after all

that time, after all those months cut off by the snow,

the smoke from the houses and the presence of people

in the street—for it had been light for some time now

—

filled me with fear and dread. I left the road before

entering the village, and, as I scuttled away like a

mangy dog through the orchards, I remembered with

nostalgia the far-off days when the people from

Ainielle would come down in groups, singing as they

walked, glad to have survived the implacable fury of

another winter.

Now, though, I was the only—and the last—survivor, and,

in the streets of Bicscas, people looked at me as if sur-

prised to see me again. The news ol Sabina's death

had doubtless shocked them, and many of them must

have thought that I had probably joined her during

that long winter. I did not speak to anyone. I exchanged

the furs at Pallars's shop for tobacco and seeds—

I

remember that 1 had enough money to buy some oil

too—and I went up to see Bescos without even stop-

ping at the caie as I had on other occasions. I wanted

to get back to Ainielle.

That winter, old Bescos had died too. Like Sabina, he had

fell unable to go on. His daughter told me all this,

drying her tears, while she searched in the cupboard

for a letter that had arrived for me some months

before. Poor Bescos. I can still remember him, sitting

on the porch, beneath the eaves of the same roof now
silhouetted by the moon. He had been one of the first

to leave Ainielle. He had nine children and only four

fields to support them all. When the war ended, he
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wcnl down lo Bit'scas to woi k lor ihc hvdroclcctric

company, and. ever since ihcn, I had looked aflcr his

sheep when they went up into the hills around Ainielle

in the spring. A thousand pesetas and half the lambs:

that was what we had agreed last time. But now he

too was dead, and his sons had sold the sheep. I had

no further business in Biescas. I tcx)k the letter and

bade a silent farewell to the daughter, knowing that

I would ne\ei see hei afaiii

I did not open the letter until I had gone some distance:

by the lake at Santa Orosia. within sight of Ainielle.

I remember thai the wind was battering the hillside

and that it took me some time to finish reading the

letter. It was from Andres, the first letter he had writ-

ten in manv vears. Possibly the first he had written

since he left. I had almost forgotten him. Apparently,

Andres had gotten married and had been living in

Germany for some years. He had enclosed a photo of

his wife and their two children on the beach, with a

dedication written on the back to his mother.
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I never replied, of course. What could I have said? That

his mother was dead and that I was now a solitarv',

forgotten ghost wandering the ruins? That he should

forget forever the names of his parents and of the

village where he was born?

He must have known that already. He must have already

thought of that when, after all these years, after all

this time without even once writing to ask how we
were, he wrote that letter predestined never to receive

a reply. Time heals all wounds. Time is a patient yellow

rain that slowly douses even the fiercest of fires. But

there are fires that burn beneath the earth, cracks in

the memoiT, so parched and deep that perhaps not

even the deluge of death can erase them. You tiT to

learn to live with them, you heap silence and rust on

the memory, and, just when you think you have

completely forgotten it, all it takes is a letter or a

photograph for the ice sheet of oblivion to shatter into

a thousand pieces.

When Andres left, Sabina mourned him as it he had died.

She mourned him as she had Sara. She mourned him

and she waited for him, just as she had mourned and

waited for Camilo, until she herself died. On the day
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Andres left. I. on the other hand, did not even get out

ol bed to say good-bye.

It was a February day in 1949. a cold, gray day that neither

Sabina nt)r I would ever forget. Andres had onlv told

us lie was leaving the morning before. In fact, he had

told us this several times thi oughout his last year with

us. But that morning, a strange sadness in his eyes

and in his voice told us that he had finallv reached a

decision. Neither Sabina uoi I said aii\thing. She ueul

off to a room somewhere to ciy and I just sat on by

the fire, motionless, not even looking at him. as if I

hadn't heard. He knew what I was thinking. The first

time he mentioned it. I had told hiin straight out. If

he left Ainielle. if he abandoned us and abandoned to

its fate the house it had cost his grandfather so many

sacrifices to build, he would never again set foot in

it. he would never again be thought of as a son.

That night, neither Sabina nor I could sleep. That night

—

I will never forget it—Sabina and I did not sleep or

talk, we just lay listening to the rain moaning outside

the windows, counting the hours until daybreak.

Sabina got up before dawn to light the fire and

prepare Andres's breakfast. (The previous night,

while AndrC's and I were having supper—face to face

in silence, not looking at each other—she had packed

his suitcase and made him food for the iournev.) I

staved in bed. plunged in darkness, listening to the

rain on ihc window and to Sabina walking back and

forth in the kitchen. It was not long before I heard

Andres going down the stairs. There was an eerie

silence in the house. A silence that I would only

remember years later when I was left alone after

Sabina's death. Foi a long time. King utterly still in



bed, just as I am now (if Andres were to walk in, he

would find me in exactly the same position as then),

I scrutinized that silence, tning to work out what

was going on in the kitchen. But I could hear noth-

ing. From time to time, an occasional faint, dull

murmur was all that would reach me through the

walls, indicating that Sabina must be offering Andres

some last words of counsel, some final piece of advice

which, with the emotion of the moment and the

inevitable presence ot tears, would doubtless turn into

pleadings: write to us, take no notice of your father,

forget what he said, and come back whenever you

want.

It was growing light when I heard the sound of a door

opening. At first, I thought it was the front door and

that Andres was going to leave without saying good-

bye. But the footsteps came along the corridor, slowly

climbed the stairs, and then stopped outside this room.

It took Andres a while to make up his mind to enter.

When he did so, he simply stood by the door, looking

at me without saying a word, afraid even to approach

the bed. I held his gaze for a few moments, and then,

belore he could say anything, I turned over and lay

staring out of the window until he left.

Andres's departure revived the shades of Sara and Camilo.

Andi ess departure lell an enormous void in the house,

and, even though his name was never again spoken

inside it, nothing would ever be the same again. It

was only natural. With Andres we did not only lose a

son. With Andres we lost the last possibility of the

house surviving and oui last hope ol help and

company in an ever more inuninenl and teaied old

age. So when, that morning, Andres shut the door
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bt'hiiid liim and set off in silence through the rain

toward the iiontier, taking the old smugglers' route,

the ghosts of Sara and Camilo returned to the house

in order to fill the void left bv their brother.

Besides. Camilo's shadow had never quite vanished from

the house. Indeed, it used to waiidei through the

rooms, and. on winter nights, it would bum with the

logs on the fire, filling the room with its hot breath.

For many years, we had tried to accept what death

could not give us. For many years, we had tried to

turn our backs on memon and to put aside hope. But

it is hard to accustom onesell to living with a ghost.

When doubt constantly feeds desire and stores up

hopes for what can never be, it is ver\' hard to wipe

from the memoiA all traces oi the past. Death at least

has tangible images: the grave, the words spoken over

it. the flowers that refresh the face of memory, and.

above all. that absolute awareness of the irrcvcrs-

ibililv of death that makes itself at home in time

and makes ol absence just another familiar habit.

Disappearance, however, has no limits; it is the con-

trar>' of a fixed slate.

At first, both Sabina and I refused to accept the implica-

tions of that silence or the forebodings of time and

reason. Indeed. Sabina denied it right up until her

death, and. although she never said as much, she still,

up until the very last, expected some miracle to

happen. But the miracle never came. The Civil War

ended, the davs and the months passed and still no

news, and graduallv resignation replaced hope and

melancholy replaced desperation. Camilo did not

come back. His name never appeared in the long

official lists of the dead, but he never came back.
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Only his shadow returned to the house and melted

in among the other shadows in the rooms, while

his body rotted in a mass grave in some village in

Spain and in the frozen memory of the troop train

that left one morning from Huesca station never to

return.

It was only natural, then, that Camilo should come back,

once we had done with forgetting and when the years

had passed, in order to fill the place vacated by his

brother. He was, after all, the true heir. He was, after

all, the one designated by blood and custom to inherit

my place as head of the household when I died. And
now, like an ancient ghost, he returned from the

depths of the night, once we had done with forget-

ting and when the years had passed, in order to

reclaim it.

It was Sara's ghost I had not expected. It had been such

a long time since she died; so many years had passed

since that far-off day when her feverish, tormented

breathing had stopped forever, that I had almost

managed to forget her One evening, though, only days

after Andres had left, I saw Sabina in the distance,

leaving the cemetery. She didn't see me. I was coming

back down from the hills after putting the sheep in

the pen for the night, and I waited behind some trees

until she had moved off. Then I crept nearer and

peered over the wall and saw with astonishment the

reason for her visit. There in a gloomy, long-forgotten

corner, by the old, dank, nettle-grown walls, Sara's

little grave had recmerged from among the brambles,

and on it, after all those years, fresh llovsei s had been

placed.
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Naliirally, I said nothing. Sabina continued to visit the

ccmc'tcn almost cvcit week, and I kept the secret that

evenone in Ainielle was aheady nuittering about. One

night, however, Sara called to me as well. It happened

at about two o'clock in the morning. Suddenlv, quite

why I didn't know, I woke with a start. It was a clear

night. The breeze was rustling the leaves of the walnut

tree, and there was a faint sheen ol moonlight on the

uindoupane. The night was ultei 1\ silent, as it is now,

but theie was a strange noise in the house. A monot-

onous, distant, indecipherable panting, like someone

struggling for breath. I looked at Sabina. She was

sleeping silentlv beside me, like a shadow in the sheets.

The strange breathing obviously wasn t coming from

her.

Now, it seems to me impossible that I did not, at that

moment, have some inkling as to what it was. But,

at the time, I was still so far from understanding what

fate had reserved for me that, without a moment's

thought, I slipped out of bed—so as not to wake

Sabina and alarm her—and left the room in order to

find out the cause and origin ol that strange noise.

In the conidor, I was at first confused bv the dark-

ness. From theie, the labored breathing sounded

much closer, much clearer— I was sure now that it

was the sound of someone breathing—but. at first, I

thought it was coming from the bottom of the stairs

and that, unbeknownst to us, one of the dogs must

still be in the house. It was only ulun I had gone

down the stairs and walked past the door, which I

mvself had padlocked twenty years before, that I

suddenly realized my mistake. The sound wasn't

coming from somewhere on the stairs or from a dog

shut up in the house. The sound was coming from
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behind that door, from the small padlocked room
where, twenty years before, Sara had lain dying and

had, finally, died.

For some seconds, I stood paralyzed. For some seconds,

rooted there in the corridor like a tree, I felt death

penetrating the walls of the house, scratching at the

doors and flaying both the wind and my soul. It was

only a matter of seconds, an instant. Time enough,

though, once I had recovered from the shock and

begun to walk backward down the corridor, not

daring to open the door, not daring even to turn round,

lor that hoarse, feverish breathing to plunge like an

iron blade into my memory and stir up the recollec-

tion of that long-drawn-out asphyxia, of that inter-

minable struggle for air that had slowly, tortuously

consumed Sara's body, until, after ten months, it

finally stopped one morning, on the day of her fourth

birthday.

That happened again and again over the years. Suddenly,

just as on that first night, a strange dream would wake
me with a start, and, once awake, I would know it

was her, that she was in the house, calling to me. I

never went near that door again, however, nor did I

get out of bed in the night. And I never knew if Sabina

also heard that feverish, tortured breathing. She
continued taking flowers to the cemetery almost every

week, until ihc day when the men from Berbusa

helped me caii"v her to the spot where she woiilc! lie

fotevei ne.xt to Sara.

That is why I never replied to the letter. That is why I

nevei" foigave Andres for abandoning us and his

brother and sister That is why. that afternoon, on (lie
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hillside, I tore up his letter and the photograph and

ihrcu ihcni into the lake at Santa Orosia so that they

would slowly, gradually rot in the water, just as memo-
ries do in the swamps of time.
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That year passed more slowly than usual. In fact, after that

first year, ever\' year would pass in exactly the same
way: ever more sluggish and monotonous, ever more
laden with indolence and melancholy. It was as if time

had suddenly frozen. As if the old river of days had

stopped flowing beneath the ice, making of my life a

vast, endless winter. Now I search back for those after-

noons, I stir the silent leaves of my memory, and I

find only a buried wood, fragmented by the fog, and

an abandoned village traversed by memories like

thornbushes blown about by the wind.

After that vear, I did not return to the high pastures. When
Bescos died and his children sold the sheep, desola-

tion kll like a plague upon the shepherds' huts and

upon the bleak uplands around Ainielle. I could easily

have lound another llock of sheep to tend in Broto or

in Sabinanigo, even in Biescas, but I felt too tired and

old, I lacked both the energy and the desire to spend

another vear running after another man's sheep. After

all, I no longer had an\one to work lor, no one to

leave anything to when I died. I did not even have to

make sure that there was always enough wood loi the

fire. Wearv' now of everything, wear>' and alone, w ith

no needs or desires, I could gel by on what I could
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hunt and uluit I could ^Ican from the vcjictabic

gardens and ihc oichards ot which I was now sole

owner.

I got used to it in the end. I had no alternali\c But during

those lirst lew days, I had to struggle to oveicoine the

unexpected sense of sohlude that overwhelmed me
w ith the coming of the good weather. It wasn't that I

had never before experienced that strange anxiety

which still clings to my soul like withered ivy. The

long winter nights spent sitting by the lire had under-

mined me both physically and emotionally. But as long

as the snow lasted, as long as the log and silence

erased from the earth the houses and trees of Ainielle.

my solitude was exactly the same as I had felt every

wintei. What did it matter that I now had no one with

whom to spend the nights by the fire? What differ-

ence did it make that I now had no one with whom
to share the fear of madness and the infinite frenzy

of the winter? It was a distant curse I could do noth-

ing against, an ancient sentence which resignation

and impotence had long since transformed into habit

But now life was springing up again around me, the

sun drew blood from the rocks and from the window-

panes, and, in the midst of the silence, the cr> of the

woods only increased the sense of solitude which, up

until then, had vainlv tiied to conceal itself behind

the indestructible, culpable presence of the snow.

I spent the spring working in the terraced fields and in

the orchard and making good the damage caused to

the house during the winter. The wind had torn the

stable door from its hinges, cracking some of the flag-

stones in the process. On the porch I had to repair

some of the beams that the frost and the damp had
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completely rotted away. I lagged them with sacking

and strengthened them with new beams brought from

Gavin's house. Then I set about removing the thistles

and lichen that were beginning to cover the walls of

the stable and the shed. At the time, I preferred not

to acknowledge what I was doing. But I know now
that it was all just a way of somehow filling up the

day, a way of lying to the sky and to myself so as not

to have to think, so as not to go mad, at least not yet.

It was all entirely futile. Weariness and indifference grad-

ually seeped into me, and the indefatigable activity of

those first few days gave way to an acute and grow-

ing sense of dejection, so that when summer came, I

found myself wandering around the village again like

a lost dog. The days were long and lazy, and the

sadness and silence fell like an avalanche on Ainielle.

I spent the hours exploring the houses and barns, and

sometimes, while the evening lingered gently on

among the trees, I would make a bonfire of planks

and papers and sit down on a porch to converse with

the ghosts of the house's former inhabitants. But the

houses were not only filled with ghosts. Dust and

spiders blinded the windows, and, in the rooms, the

air was so thick with damp and neglect that it was
almost unbreathable. This, of course, depended on

how long the house had been shut up. Some, like

Aurelio Sasa's, were still intact, with cupboards and

tables in their proper places and the beds freshly

made, as if they were faithful dogs still awaiting the

impossible return of the owners \\h() had chosen to

abandon thciii sexeial \cais beloic. Others, like Juan

Francisco's or the old schoolhouse, had succumbed
completely and lay in a heap on the ground, the walls

caved in and the furniture buried beneath a pile of
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lichcn-covcrcd riibhlc. In some, the moss Wiis tucp-

iiig acioss the rool lilcs like some obscure curse. In

others, the brambles invading the porches and stables

had grown into veritable trees, into internal woods
whose roots destroyed the walls and the doors and

uithin whose shadows death and phantoms made
their nests. But in the end. ail ol them, whether old

or new. w hether abandoned vears ago or only recently,

seemed already wounded by snow, corroded by rust,

transformed into refuges for rats, snakes, and birds.

Disaster struck one August alteinoon in Acin s house. All

that remains are a lew planks ol wood and some cium-

bling stones, and only the traces left by the founda-

tions—among the honeysuckle and the nettles—mark
the violated space it once occupied. But I still remem-

ber its former vigor, its lonely walls by the tscailin

road. The house had been abandoned years ago. It

had. in fact, been one of the first to be shut up: its

owners left the village at the beginning of the Civil

War—as did ever\one else—and never came back.

However. I still remember the old couple who u.sed

to sit outside the front door, always alone, and I

remember the little boy (as I myself was at the time)

who. it was said, they kept locked up in the stable

with the horses and mules, so thai no one would see

his horriblv distorled bodv and his monstrous appear-

ance. People also said that, at night, they used to tie

him to the bedstead and that he could be heard moan-

ing and whimpering into the early hours. I don't know

if it was true. I never actually saw him, and although

on more than one occasion as I passed by the stable.

I had peered in at the window, trembling with fear

and excitement. I never actually heard among the

breathing of the animals the bestial cries and moans
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thai the people in the village described. One day—

I

must have been about ten—the boy died. He was

buried at night, with no tolling of bells, and was lost

beneath the weight of silence and time. But, despite

that, despite the silence and the years that have since

passed, his shadow always hung about the house like

a sad memory or a curse. Especially after Acin and

his wife left the village, abandoning to their fate both

the house and the memory ol their son.

1 had often walked by the house but had never dared go

in. The door and the windows still bore their iron

locks, and although the old stable had finally collapsed

during that last winter—and with it the shadow of

the bov condemned to live like an animal among
animals—the loneliness oi the large house and its

impenetrable silence kept it wrapped in an aura of

tragic myster\', and it still had a kind of sordid, unac-

countable fascination. On that afternoon, however, it

was Chance that led me there, the same Chance or

Fate that has guided my steps throughout these years.

It was siesta time, the sun seared the air and cracked

the earth and made the parched brambles and oak

trees creak. I was walking back up the hill to the

village, and I stopped to rest in the porch. That was

probably the first time I had ever sat there: beside the

door, on the old stone on which Acin and his wife

used to sit long ago. That summer, the dioughl had

dried up fields and fountains, and the vegetable plots,

orchards, and courtyards oi the houses were rife with

lizards. Around Acrn's house, which was set apart from

the village and, therefore, quieter, they confidently

slept out their siestas on the stones near the stable

and among the thistles along the path, obli\i()u.s to

my presence iheie. I remember that I too was just
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beginning lo tull asleep wilh my back against the wall,

with the dog at my feet and a cigarette burning out

between my Ups— I had gone up into the hills very

earlv that morning—when I felt a sharp pain in one

hand. At lirst, 1 thought that I must have caught it on

some thorn that had stuck to my jacket or trousers.

But. immediately afteiAvard, I heard the cold, viscous,

unmistakable whisper of something sliding across the

ground between my feet. I leaped up. and the dog

started lo bark, its hair bristling, its teeth bared, its

feet scrabbling at the stone floor Everything happened

very fast, but I just had time to see the snake slipping

slowly beneath the door where it was lost forever in

the unfathomable depths ol the house.

Terrified. 1 left the porch and walked out into the middle

of the road. The bite was scalding the palm of my
hand, and I felt a dark shudder cross my heart like a

burn. I knew, however, that I had not a second to lose.

I took off my belt, and, gripping one end in mv teeth,

I tied it tightly around my wrist so as to cut off the

blood to my arm. Then, with my knife, I sliced into

the wound, and. fighting against fear and pain. I

sucked up the poison and spat it furiously out on the

dried, cracked earth of the road. This happened eight

years ago, but another thirty years could pass and I

would still remember the stickiness, the sour, sickly,

unmistakable taste of the poison flowing out of the

wound.

When I got home, the fust thing I did was to light the fire

and put some water on to boil in a pan. While it was

boiling, I went outside to pick some nettles. I mixed

the sap with oil and applied it to the wound, then

co\ercd it with a strip of sheet soaked in alcohol and
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clay. This was the remedy— I remembered—that

Bescos had used to tr\' to save Uncle Juslo's dog. The

dog had been bitten on the head by a snake, and, in

the end, they could do nothing to save its life. Now,

though, I had no other option. I was alone in the

middle ol those hills, and the nearest doctor was

almost four hours' walk away.

For several days, lying in these same sheets, I waged a

solitary, desperate battle against death, with no one I

could call on for help. My hand swelled up so much
that it covered the belt I had tied around my wrist,

and the fever rose like white bile along the subter-

ranean paths of my blood. I will never know how long

I lay there, trembling with fever and delirium. The

days and nights succeeded one another and became
fused into a shapeless blur, and the bars at the end of

the bed melted before me like trees in the mist. What
I do remember is that sometimes the sun poured into

the room, making the sheets weigh even heavier—like

a grimy paste—and that the dog barked sadly on the

stairs, where it lay at my door, although her voice

sounded distant and muffled, as if it came from a long

way oil. How strange all that seems to me now! How
strange and unreal altei ail these years! Then—as

now— I was about to die in this same bed, and yet

the only thing I was really worried about was the fact

that il 1 died, the dog would die too, trapped in the

house. But I didn't have the strength to go down and

open the front door for her I could not even think of

getting out of bed. By nightfall of the first day, the

fever had become unbearable, and mv haiid throbbed

so much I thought it might burst. 1 became ver\'

agitated. I tossed and turned beneath the sheets in

search of some cool corner. I was thirsty. But the water
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jug was omptv and mv tongue had become a shape-

less. stick\ object that did not e\en sei"\e to moisten

in\ lips. Ii was as il the water had evaporated on

contact with my blood. As if the lite flowing from the

wound were scorching my veins and burning my
bones and hoping to find some escape hom the pain

through in\ nioutli.

Around inidinght, the lever peaked. M> uhole bod\ \sas

like a fier>' torch, and I could not even feel the

terrible tightness of the belt beneath the swollen flesh.

I will ne\er know exaclK how swollen mv hand was

or how high my temperature. All I do know is that

my eyes suddenly filled with a thick blue mist, and

soon alter that. I lost consciousness.

From that moment, my memoiA of events shatters into

thousands of particles, into a confused lo-and-fro of

febrile images that I can now barely recogni/.e as mine.

I retain, however, a wisp of memor>', a ver\' distant

light that illumines the night and salvages something

from the threshold of death. Sabina appearing at the

window. The terrified dog howling behind the door.

Sabina kneeling by my bed. The dog devouring my
swollen hand. Now I think that this was just a prod-

uct of the fever, a troubled dream that has lasted until

now. But can I be sure that it was all false? Can I say

with certainty that Sabina was not here that night?

Only she and the dog could tell me. Only she and the

dog and perhaps that window whose panes still

conser\e the warmth of her breath. I was shivering

and sweating beneath the sheets, I was half-dreaming,

half-delirious, my eyes wide open, uheii I saw her.

She was outside the window, dressed exactly as she

was the last time. If I were to see her again now—the



window stands open as it did then— I would doubt-

less teel the fear and horror I did not feel at the lime.

If I saw her again now, motionless in the night,

suspended in midair behind the panes, I would hide

like a child beneath the blankets, screaming for her

to go away, praying for her soul, begging her forgive-

ness. But on that day, fever and madness reigned in

my soul, and the defenseless figure of Sabina emerg-

ing out of the night only provoked in me a sense of

terrible pity and deep sorrow. I closed my eyes for a

moment, trying to forget her, but when 1 opened them,

I saw her at my bedside, gazing into my eyes, as if

she recognized neither my face nor my voice.

As long as the fever lasted, Sabina did not leave my side

for a moment. She let the dog into the room, and

while the dog kept licking the wound in my hand, she

gazed at me from the darkness, like one more shadow

amid all the other shadows in the house. Perhaps she

was waiting, keeping watch over my body, until some-

one found me and buried me. (Perhaps tonight, when

it is all over, she will return to keep me company until

the day when the men from Berbusa find me and lay

me by her side forever.) I saw her hall in dreams,

blurred by fever, standing by the bed oi kneeling in

the corner near the window. I reFiiember that she was

praving. Her voice was just as it had been when she

was alive, but it sounded very strange to my ears:

harsh, abrupt, toneless, as il produced by a disem-

bodied mouth. 1 do not know how long she prayed.

Suddenly, 1 lell asleep, and when I opened my eyes,

I heard only a deep breathing from the other side of

the bed. ll took me a while to recognize the room and

the brilliant light coming in through the window. I

have no idea whether it was the moon oi ii day was
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dawning or il. on the conlrar\'. it was my fever making

a liciA minor ol ihc window. 1 sal up and looked

around. Sabina was slill ihere. by the door, never

taking her eyes off me. But the dog had gone. In lici

place was a monstrous child uith a misshapen head

and a horse s mane down its back; it was holding in

lis hands a painful, swollen liinip of flesh: my hand.

I realized who he was al once. Even though I had

never seen him, I recognized in his blindness the dark

interior of Acin's stable. He looked back at me. as if

he knew me. and he began to laugh. It was a harsh,

abrupt, toneless laugh, as if produced by a disem-

bodied mouth. It was a dead laugh that seemed to

spring from the depths of the earth and that rever-

berated in mv brain as il it would never cease.

Terrified, with my gaze numb with horror and fever,

but aware that I was not asleep, I turned away in

order not to see him—to blot out as quickly as I could

that black mane and that horrible toothless mouth

—

and it was then, at that verA moment, as I turned

toward the door where Sabina was still standing

motionless and silent, as if she could neither see nor

hear him. that I understood at last the motive for his

laughter and the reason for his presence beside my
bed: hundreds of snakes were slipping slowlv under

the d(K)r, climbing over the luiniture and the bars on

the bed, coiling in among the blankets and the sweat-

soiled folds of the sheets, only to slither awav up my
veins through the cut that I myself had made with the

point of a knife in order to extract the poison lioni

the wound.

That is the final image I have of that whole episode. The

one that still lingers in my eyes like the remnants of

fever or like the final reverberation of an interrupted
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dream that comes back to me again after all these

years. Then there was only darkness. Only the long

night and silence.

When I woke up, a brutal sun struck my face. It must have

been about midday. I still remember the intense light

and the heavy drenching sweat that made my skin

stick to the sheets. I took a while to open my eyes.

Accustomed to the night—the long, immense night of

the dead—they resisted that avalanche of fire, resis-

ted seeing what lay on the bed: the emaciated mummy
into which, without a doubt, the snakes and the sun

had transformed my body. For some seconds, with my
eyes still closed, I tried to pick up the thread of the

night again and to recover the sweet balm of sleep.

For some seconds, I even accepted that I must be

dead. But I knew that was not true. Gradually I opened

my eyes, fearfully, reluctantly, ready to close them

again, this time forever But there was no reason to

be afraid. When, at last, I became accustomed to the

burning light, I saw my body still intact on the bed,

my hand deformed by the pressure of the belt, the

empty room wrapped in silence, solitaiT and empty,

as it is tonight.

it was still several days before I could get up. The sweat-

ing and the fever had left me drained. Little by little,

however, the swelling in my hand went down and the

euphoria of knowing that I was sa\ed helped in mv
recovcty. A week later, I was out and about again.

With the aid of a walking stick—the same one that

my father had used at the end of his life— I resumed

my strolls around the village and my clandestine visits

to the houses. But I never went back to Acin's house.

I never again walked pa.si the porch where he and hi.s
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wife used to sit and where, one afternoon. I almost

met with death. It was only three or lour years later,

one wintry night when the rain and the wind had

finally demolished the house entirely, tluil I peered

()\ei the mined walls uilh a torch. It was pitch black.

The wind was rummaging in the lubbie, and the rain

was blinding me. Bui despite everything, despite the

darkness, despite the rain and my rising fear, I could

still make out bv the light ol the torch, among the

lalien beams and lool tiles, a child's bed. almost intact.

Four thick chains hung from the bars—as if ready and

waiting to tie someone down—and. in the middle of

the mattress, a brood of snakes had made theii nest

in the woolen stuffing.
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Suddenly, the pain has come back: a stabbing, suffocating

pain. As if a brood of vipers had made their nest in

my lungs.

For a few seconds, it stops my breath, blocks both my
memopy' and breath. For some seconds, it scratches

at my lungs like a dog. Then, slowly, slowly, it disap-

pears, leaving behind in my chest a cold, incandes-

cent sun.

The first lime I ielt it—that day in March, in Cantalobos

—

I knew that it carried within it an unmistakable threat.

Then it was still only a very distant pain, a mere crack-

ling of smoke in my lungs that did not even prevent

me from getting on with m\ vsork (I was gathering

gorse for the fire). But in that crackling sound I recog-

nized the same slow suffocation that had destroyed

my daughter's life and lungs.

As time passed, the pain grew. Very gradualK and inter-

mittentlv at first. Then faster and faster, becoming ever

more apparent in mv sleepless eyes and in my breath-

ing. I must .say nou, though, that the idea of the immi-

nence of death has never frightened me. From the very

first moment, I accepted it as something inevitable and
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obvious. Ever since it began to cat away at my memory
and mv breath. I have accepted its presence like a

ciiise that had been han^iiijz over me lor a long time.

And now that it is here, breathing along with me in

my own throat, now that time is ending and the last

lights are beginning to go out one by one both inside

and outside my eyes, death reveals itself to me as a

sweet and e\en desirable rest.

We all think that we will never be able to face the idea ol

death w ithout fear. When we are still young, it seems

so far off, so remote in time that its ver>' distance

makes it unacceptable to us. Then, as the vears pass,

it is precisely the opposite— its growing pro.ximity

—

that fills us with fear and keeps us from ever looking

it in the face. In both cases the fear is still the same:

fear of extinction, fear of the iniquitous, infinite cold

of oblivion.

I remember that, as a child. I was already aware of the

immense void hidden behind the eyelids of the dead.

I remember too. with strange exactitude, the day on

which I first sau the unforgettable face of death. I

was six years old. Grandfather Basilio. my father's

father—my only other image of him is of his boots

placed by the fire—had not gotten out of bed for

several days. .\1\ mother came and went, taking him
food—which m\ grandfather did not eat—and my
lather scarcely left the house. But the> would not let

me go up to see him. One winter afternoon, on my
way back from school, I saw my father in the stable

making a big box. He was so absorbed in his work

that he did not even notice me watching him. There

was no one in the kitchen. I waited for a while, warm-

ing myself bv the fire, and when I got tired of that. I
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went upstairs to look for my mother. Perhaps I had

somehow guessed what had happened that afternoon,

I don't know. I'm not sure it I actually knew why my
father was making that bo.x in the stable, in the near

darkness. I only remember that when I got to the top

of the stairs, I heard my mother cr>'ing behind one of

the doors and I was so frightened that I ran into grand-

father's room to find her. She wasn't there. My mother

had gone into another room to cry. My grandfather

was alone, lying motionless on the bed, his head lolling

back on the pillow, his eyes wide open.

In my lifetime since then, I have seen the last look in the

eyes of many dead people. I have seen the empty eyes

of my parents and of my daughter, as well as Sabina's

yellow, snow-burned eyes. In my lifetime, I have even

occasionally had to close those stiff eyelids that hide

the last light forever. I have always felt the same panic.

Always the same intense cold that filled me on that

winter afternoon when confronted by my grandfa-

ther's transparent, lifeless eyes.

The panic and cold of death have long since ceased to

frighten me. Before I discovered its black breath inside

me, even before I was left all alone in Ainielle, like one

more shadow amid the shadows of the dead, my father

had already shown me by his example that death is

only the first step on that journey into silence from

wliicli there is no lelurn. My fathei liaci alwa\s been

a strong man, a man hardened by work and by his

struggle with this barren, unforgiving land. One day,

however, he fell ill and never again left his place on

the bench bv the fireside. He knew his davs were

numbered. He knew that the barn owl which called

at night in the orchard—and which Sabina tried to
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frijzhtcn off with shouts and stones—was there to

announce his death. But he never showed the shght-

est fear. He never revealed the merest hint of dread.

Late one afternoon, whi ii it was nearly dark. I saw

him come stumblinu down the luiirow street. I asked

him where he had been, and he looked at me with

immense sadness. I have jusl been to see the place

—

1 icincmbcr him saying—where soon you will be

taking inc to He in eternal rest. The following morn-

ing. Sabina h)und him dead in his bed.

M\ father's last words have always remained fixed in my

memon. That cold acceptance of defeat touched me

so profoundlv that, in time, it would help me to face

death too. Without fear. Without despair. Knowing thai

onlv in death will I at last find consolation for all the

vears of oblivion and absence. When I found Sabina

hanging in the mill, that knowledge helped me to drag

her body across the snow. When 1 \sas left all alone

in Ainielle. it helped me to accept that I too had died

in the memories of my son and of the men who had

once been my friends and neighbors. It helps me now.

at the end. nou that pain is filling up my lungs like

a bitter, vellow rain, to listen without fear to the barn

owl who is already announcing mv death amid the

silence and ruins of this \illage that ver\' soon \m11 die

along with me.
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In fact, despite all my efforts to keep the stones of Ainielle

alive, the village died a long time ago. It died vi-hen

Sabina and I viere left alone in the village and even

before our last neighbors themselves had either died

or departed. During all those years I did not want

to—or could not—see that. During all those years I

refused to accept what the silence and the ruins were

clearly telling me. But I know now that when I die,

what will die with me will be the final remains of a

corpse that has continued to live on only in my
memory.

Despite all this, when seen from the hills, Ainielle still looks

much as it always has: the foam-white leaves of the

poplars, the vegetable plots planted along the banks

of the river, the empty roads, the lonely shepherds'

huts, and the blue glow of the slate tiles beneath the

noonday sun or the snow. From the oak woods along

the Berbusa road and from the slopes of Cantalobos,

the houses look so remote, so diffuse and unreal

beneath the dusting of mist that, seeing it from a

distance, there beside the ri\ei", no one could e\er

imagine that Ainielle is now nothing inoie than a

cemeteiA abandoned (orever to its fate.
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Yet, dav hv day. I have lived lliioiigh I he slow, progressive

evolution ol its decay. I have seen the houses crumble

one by one, and I have struggled vainly to hold that

process back and to prevent my own house from

becoming mv tomb. All these vears, I have stood help-

lessly by and watched this long, brutal death agony.

All these years, I have been the sole witness to the

final decay of a village that was perhaps already dead

even before I was born. And now, as I stand on the

brink ol death and oblivion, what still rings in my ears

is the cry of the stones buried beneath the moss, the

infinite lament of the wooden beams and doors as

thev rot away to nothing.

The first house to be abandoned was Juan Francisco's. This

happened manv vears ago. when I was still onlv a little

boy. 1 remember the ma.ssive hont door, the wrought-

iron balconies, and the orchard where we would often

hide during our childhood games and adventures. All

I can recall about the familv a«e the eves of one of

their daughters. Yet I can clearly recollect the day u hen

they left: an August afternoon, by the Broto track, u iih

the mulecart piled high with trunks and furniture. I

was with my father up at the Ainielle pass, tending the

sheep. We sat on the grass and watched them as they

walked close by us through the gorse and disappeared

into the afternoon on their way to Escarlrn. For a long

time my father said nothing. With his back to the flock

of sheep, he stood watching the road as if he knew

then what would happen. I was suddenly filled by a

terrible sadness, and, lying back on the grass. I began

to whistle.

The departure of the inhabitants of Juan Francisco's house

was just the beginning of a long, interminable farewell,
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the beginning of an unstoppable exodus which my
own imminent death will bring to a close. Slowly at

first and then almost in a rush, the people of Ainielle

—

like those of so many other Pyrenean villages—loaded

their carts with whatever they could carry, closed the

doors of their houses forever, and left in silence along

the paths and roads that lead down to the valley. It

was as if a strange wind had suddenly blown through

these mountains, provoking a storm in every heart

and every house. As if one day, quite suddenly, after

all these centuries, people had raised their eyes from

the ground and noticed the poverty they lived in and

realized that there was the possibility of a better life

elsewhere. No one ever came back. No one even came
back to take away some of the things they had left

behind. And so, just as happened in many villages in

the area, Ainielle gradually emptied of people and was

left solitary and empty forever.

I still remember with particular sadness some of the part-

ings that took place then, desertions that, because they

were so unexpected, left an even greater void than

usual among those of us who stayed behind. I remem-

ber, for example, when Amor left, practically dragged

away by her children to a land to which she did not

even want to go. Or Aurclio Sasa, from Casa Giande,

when he had buried his wile onlv a lew days belore.

Or even Andres. However, ol all the many departures

of that time, it was old Adrian's that shocked me the

most, even more than mv own son's or Julio's, whose

departure, the last, spelled the end for Sabina and

myself.

It was 1950. Only ihiee houses were still inhabited: Julio's,

Tomas Gavin's, and mine. Our homes were scattered
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throughoiii ihc village among the nianv locked-iip or

ruined houses. We were all resigned to the (act that

Ainielle was dying. Adrian had been living with Sabina

and myself for some time. He had no one else. For

more than half a centun, he had worked as a servant

in Lauro's house, and. when Lauro and his family left.

Adrian was all alone, like a dog without a master.

vsithout a home, \^ilh()ut a lamilv. and without work.

Sabina and I look him in more out of pity and compas-

sion than for any help the old man could give us. But

he was as grateful as if he really was a stray dog. and

even day he did his best to work in order to pay for

his room and board. Adrian was from Cillas, near

Basar^n. and he had come to work as a servant in

Ainielle when he was still only a child. He had never

left. Not even during the war. when the village was

evacuated. That year, he stayed on here alone, look-

ing after his employers' sheep and at the mercy of the

continual bombardments battering the hills, which

were strategic positions then, given their proximity to

the border and to the railway in Sabinanigo. But as

an old man. Adrian had been abandoned, like a dog,

after a lifetime of work and of lovalty to one family

and one house, and. having nowhere to go and no one

anywhere who might lake him in. he was doubtless

the one who most feared being left alone again, this

lime for good, watching the death of a village that

was not even his own. He never said as much to me

—

Adrian rarely spoke and certainly never aboul his feel-

ings or his fears—but I could see it in the endless

melancholv of his eves and in the curtain of silence

that the night would draw between us as the wind

whistled along the streets and the logs burned slowly

down among the flames. He always sat by the fire,

once he had put the sheep in their pens and had his
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supper, and he would stay there, barely saying a word,

until sleep overcame him, sometimes not until the

small hours. I didn't mind. I had grown used to his

silence and to his mute, almost motionless presence

at the other end of the bench. I knew that he was with

us, keeping us company during this iinal stage of

our lives, which we all guessed would prove to be

immensely bitter and solitar>', and I assumed that this

was what he was thinking too.

The night that he left, Adrian stayed on alone in the kitchen

until ver\' late. I went to bed at midnight, as I always

did, and had noticed nothing unusual about his behav-

ior, nothing that could have forewarned me of a deci-

sion that he must have made some time before. We
even discussed— I can still remember it now—getting

up earl\ the next da\ to mend the lock on a shep-

herd's hut that the wind had broken that afternoon.

But in the morning, he was gone. Adrian had left,

taking with him the few possessions he had acquired

over a long working life. We never heard from him

again. We never found out where he had gone or

whether he was still alive. It was only some time later,

when wc had forgotten all about him, that Gavin found

his suitcase one day, hidden in the brambles, almost

dis.solved bv the rain, on the old smugglers' route.

As long as Gavin and Julio remained in Ainielle, the three

of us struggled to prevent the village falling into

complete neglect. Gavin had no lamily, but Julio still

had his two sons and his brother" with him, and

between us, we cleaned out the irrigation channels,

kept the vegetable gardens, orchards and streets free

of scaib, rebuilt walls, and mended palisades, or even,

soiiietiiiiL's, shored up beams aiul plastered oxer the
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cracks in houses llial already looked on ihc point ol

collapse. Those were dilficult years, years of loneli-

ness and despair. But they were also, perhaps because

of that, \eats that awoke in us a sense ol solidarity

and friendship we had never known before. We were
all conscious of our helplessness in the face of the

raging weather and the mountain winter; we all knew
that we were alone and forgotten in a place that no

one visited any more, and that veiA helplessness drew
us togethei and bound us more closely than Itiend-

ship or blood. The three of us helped each other in

our work, we shared the pasturelands that had once

belonged to the other villagers, and. at night, after

supper, we would all get together in one of our houses

and spend the night by the fiie talking and remem-
bering.

We were aware, though, that this was an illusion, a tempo-

rary transient truce in a long war in which one of us

would eventually be the next victim. That next victim

was Gavin. We found him dead in his house one morn-

ing, sitting in the kitchen, his last cigarette still

between his lips. The old man had died as he had

li\ed: completely alone and unnoticed. With him died

the history of a house, possibly the oldest in the village,

and also the only hope that Julio and I had of not one

dav being left alone in Ainielle.

Julio left at the end of that summer, taking almost nothing

with him. as if afraid that I might leave before him.

fie didn t say a word until the last moment, on the eve

ol his departure, when they were already loading furni-

ture on the cai1. I remember that the streets were

strangely calm that night. Sabina and I had supper in

silence, avoiding each other's eyes, and then I went
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oft to hide in the mill. It was a terribly sad night,

perhaps the saddest I have ever known. For several

hours, I sat in a corner in the dark, unable to sleep or

to forget Julio's last look when he said good-bye.

Through the window, I could see the mill's buckled,

moss-eaten door and the tremulous reflections of the

poplars in the river: solemn and motionless, like \ellow

columns beneath the icy, mortal moonlight. Everything

lay in silence, wrapped in a deep, indestructible peace

that only underlined my own distress. Far off, against

the backdrop of the mountains, the rooftops of Ainielle

floated in the night like the shadows of the poplars on

the water. But suddenly, at around two or three in the

morning, a gentle breeze came up the river, and the

window and the roof of the mill were suddenly covered

by a dense, yellow rain. It was the dead leaves from

the poplars falling; the slow, gentle autumn rain was
returning once more to the mountains to cover the

fields with old gold and the roads and the villages with

a sweet, brutal melancholy. The rain lasted only a

matter of minutes. Long enough, though, to stain the

whole night yellow, and, by dawn, when the sunlight

fell once more on the dead leaves and on my eyes, I

understood that this was the rain which, autumn after

autumn, dav after day, slowly destroyed and corroded

the plastered walls, the calendars, the edges o( letters

and photographs, and the abandoned machinery of the

mill and of m\ heart.

From that night on, this yellow rust became m\ sole

memory, the sole landscape ol my life, f'or live oi- six

weeks, the leaves Irom the poplars erased the roads

and choked the ir r igation channels and lilled my soul

as they did the empty rooms of the houses. Then there

was what lia|ipeiiecl to Sahiiia. And as il the \illage
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il.scit were just a ligmciil ol ms iiiiajj;malu)ii. rusl and

neglect attacked it with all their cruel might. Everyone.

including my wife, had left me. Ainielle was dying,

and I could do nothing to stop it. and. in the midst

ol the silence, like two strange shadows, the dog and

I looked at each other, even though we knew that

neither ol us had the answer \ve were seeking.

Slowly, without in\ even leali/ing it, the rust began its

unstoppable advance. Gradually, the streets filled up

\sith biainbles and nettles, the fountains oNciflowed.

the shepherds' huts succumbed beneath the weight of

silence and snow, and the first cracks began to appear

in the walls and roofs of the oldest houses. I could do

nothing to stop it. Without the help of Julio and

Gavin—and. above all. without the remnant of hope

that I still had then— I was at the mercy of whatever

the rust and the ivy had in store for me. And so. within

onlv a few veais, Ainielle was graduallv transformed

into the teirible, desolate cemeteiA I can see through

niv window now.

With the exception of Gavin's house, which was destroyed

by lightning when the hou.se was still more or less

intact, the process of destruction in each house was

always the same and always equally unstoppable.

First, the mold and the damp would silently gnaw

away at the walls, before moving on to the roof and

then, like a form of creeping leprosy, to the bare skele-

ton of the roof beams. Then would come the wild

lichens, the dead, black claws of the moss and the

woodworm, and. finally, when the whole house was

rotten to the core, the wind or a heavy snowfall would

bring it tumbling down. I used to listen in the night

to the creak of rust and to the dark putrefaction of
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the mold on the walls, knowing that, \ctT soon, those

invisible arms would reach my own house. And some-

times, w hen the rain and the wind beat on the window-

panes and the river roared like thunder in the distance,

I would be startled awake in the middle of the night

by the monstrous thud of a wall collapsing.

The first to go was the stable next to Juan Francisco's

house. It had been abandoned for so long, so many
years had passed since that summer afternoon when
my father and I watched the departure, along the

gorse-flanked Escartin road, of the cart drawn by the

mules that had lived in the stable up until then, that

it could withstand the neglect no longer and collapsed

suddenly, one Januar\ night, in the middle of the snow,

like an animal felled by a bullet. The rest of the house

succumbed the following year, shortly after Sabina

died, dragging with it Santiago's stable and wood-

shed. Another three years were to pass before Lauro's

house confirmed the catastrophe. Then, later, one by

one, almost in the same order in which they had been

abandoned, Acin's house fell, then Goro's, then

Chano's until most of the houses were gone.

When my own house was attacked, I had known for some
time that death was stalking nic. It \sas in the walls

of the chinch and in the oichaid, in the roof of

Bescos's house and in the nettles in the street. But it

was only when a crack in the stable window warned

me that the beams in the havloft were beginning to

give thai it occiiired to nie thai iiist and death had

penetrated this house too. When I saw it, I was discon-

certed, confused, and surprised, unable to accept that

it might collapse around me even before I abandoned

it. For some months, I managed to hold back the
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advance ol llic crack by shoring up llic wnidow with

planks and beams brought from other houses.

However, a still wider and deeper crack immediately

opened on the other side, splitting the wall from lop

lo bottom and rendering utterly iulile any attempt to

avoid the inevitable. One day in December, four years

ago now, the hayloft collapsed. The roof structure had

completely rotted away, and the rain and the wind

finally brought it down. I removed the lew things still

in there—the firewood, the tools, the chests in which

I used to store flour and animal fodder—piled them

up in the different rooms of the hou.se, and, entrenched

behind its walls, prepared lo fight what would

undoubtedly be mv last battle.

Ever since then, death has continued its slow, tenacious

advance through the foundations and the interior

beams of the house. Calmly. Unhurriedly. Pitilessly. In

onlv four vears, the ivv has buried the oven and the

grain store, and woodworm has entiiels eaten away

the beams supporting the porch and the shed. In only

four years, the ivT and the woodworm have destroyed

the work of a whole familv. a whole cenluiy And now

the two are advancing together, along the rotting wood

in the old corridor and the roof, searching out the last

substances that still bear the hou.se's weight and

memors. One day, possibly very soon now, those old

substances, tired and yellow—like the rain falling on

the mill that night, like mv heait nou and mv
memoi-N— will also decav into nothing and collapse,

at last, into the snow, perhaps with me still inside the

hou.se.
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With me still inside the house—and with the dog howling

sadly at the door—death has, in fact, already often

come to visit me. It came when my daughter made a

surprise return one night to occupy the room that had

remained padlocked since the day of her death. It

came one New Year's Eve when Sabina rose from the

dead in the old photo that the flames slowly consumed
and when she kept watch over my suffering as I lay

burning, devoured by fever and madness, between

these same sheets. And it came to stay with me for

good on the night that my mother suddenly appeared

in the kitchen, all those years after she was buried.

Until that night, I had still doubted my own eyes and even

the very shadows and silences in the house. Up until

then, however vivid those experiences had been, I still

believed—or, at least, tried to believe—that fever and

fear had provoked and given shape to images that

existed onlv as memories. But that night, realitv, biiJtal

and inclutable, overcame am doubts. That night, when
m\' mother' opened the clooi and was sncldenK there

in the kitchen, I was sitting bv the lire, lacing her,

awake, unable to sleep, as I am now, and when I saw
her, I didn't even feel afraid. Despite all the years that

had [Massed. I had little clillieirlty recognizing her. My
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rnolhcr was just as 1 icmcinbcrcd hci, cxaclly the same

as when she was alive and wandered aboiil ihe house,

day and night, lending to ihe hveslock and lo the whole

faniilv. She was still wearing the dress that Sahina and

niv sister had put on her alter she died and the black

scarf that she never look off. And now. sitting on the

bench by the fire, her usual still, silent self, she seemed

to have come lo prove to me that it was not her but

time that had died.

All that night, the dog sat howling at the door, wakeful and

frightened, as she did when the people in Ainielle still

used to keep vigil over their dead or when smugglers

or wolves came down into the \illage. All night, my
mother and I sat in silence, watching the llames

consuming the gorse twigs on the fire and. with them,

our memories. After all those years, after all that time

separated by death, the two of us were once again face

to face. vet. despite this, we dared not resume a conver-

sation that had been suddenl\ interrupted a long time

ago. I did not even dare look at her. I knew she was

still in the kitchen because of the dog's frightened bark-

ing and because of the strange, unm()\ing shadow that

the flames cast on the fl(H)r by the bench. But at no

point did I feel afraid. Not for a moment did I allow

myself lo think that mv mother had come lo keep vigil

over mv own death. Onlv at dawn. when, still sitting

bv the fire. I was woken bv a warm light and I real-

ized that she was no longer with me in the kitchen,

did a black shudder run through me for the first time,

when the calendar reminded me that the night ebbing

away Ix-hind the trees was the last night of F'ebniary.

The exact same date on uhich m\ mother had died

forty vear>» before.
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Aftef that, ni\ niolhcr often came to keep me company.

She always arrived around midnight, when sleep was
already beginning to overwhelm me and the logs were

starting to burn down among the embers in the hearth.

She always appeared in the kitchen suddenly, with no

noise, no sound of footsteps, without the front door

or the door from the passageway announcing her

arrival. But before she came into the kitchen, even

before her shadow appeared in the narrow street

outside, I could tell from the dog's frightened yelps

that my mother was approaching. And sometimes,

when my loneliness was stronger than the night, when
my memories were filled to overflowing with weari-

ness and madness, I would run to my bed and pull

the blankets up over my head like a child, so as not

to have to mingle those memories with hers.

One night, however, around two or three in the morning,

a strange murmuring made me sit up suddenly in my
bed. It was a cold night toward the end of autumn,

and, as it is now, the window was blinded by the

yellow rain. At first, I thought the murmuring was
coming from outside the house, that it was the noise

of the wind dragging the dead leaves along the street.

I soon realized I was wrong. The strange niurnuiiing

was not coming from the street, but from somewhere
in the house, and it was the sound of voices, of words

being spoken nearby, as if there were someone talk-

ing to mv mother in the kitchen.

Lying absolutely still in my bed, 1 listened foi a long time

before deciding to get up. The dog had stopped bark-

ing, and her silence alarmed me even more than that

strange echo of words. Even more than the rain of

dead leaves that was staining the whole \\indow
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yellow. Wluii 1 went out Into the* corridor, the nuir-

muring abruptly stopped, as it they had heard ine Ironi

the kitchen. I had already picked up the knife that,

ever since the day Sabina died. I always carr>' in my
jacket, and I went down the stairs determined to find

out who was in the kitchen with my mother. I didn't

need the knile. It wouldn't ha\e been any use to me
anyway. Sitting in a circle around the kitchen fire w ith

mv mother there were only silent, dead shadows, who
all turned as one to look at me when I Hung open the

door behind them, and among ihem I immediately

recognized the faces of Sabina and of all the dead of

the house.

I rushed out into the street, not even bothering to close

the door behind me. I remember that, as I left, a cold

wind struck my lace. The whole street was full of dead

leaves, and the wind was whirling them up in the

vegetable gardens and in the courtyards of the houses.

When I reached Bescos's old house. I stopped to catch

mv breath. It had all happened so fast, it was all so

sudden and confused, thai 1 was still not entirely sure

I wasn't in the middle of a dream: I could still feel

the warmth of the sheets on my skin, the wind was

blinding and buffeting me. and, above the r(K)flops

and the walls of the houses, the sky was the yellow

of nightmares. But no. It wasn't a dream. What I had

seen and heard in the kitchen in my hou.se was as real

as me standing at that moment in the middle of the

street, stock still and terrified, again hearing strange

voices behind me.

For a few seconds, I stood there, paraly/ed. During those

seconds—interminable seconds made longer by the

wind rattling the windows and dcx^rs nf the houses—

I
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thought my heart was going to burst. I had just fled

my own house, I had just lelt behind me the cold of

death, death's gaze, and now, though how I didn't

know, I found myself once more face to face with

death. It was sitting on the bench in Bescos's kitchen

by a nonexistent fire, watching over the memoiy of

a house that no one even remembered any more, on

the other side of the window against which I just

happened to be leaning.

Terrified, I started running down the middle of the street,

with no idea where I was going. I broke out in a cold

sweat, I was blinded by the leaves and the wind.

Suddenly, the entire village seemed to have been set

in motion: the walls moved silently aside as I passed,

the roofs floated in the air like shadows torn from

their bodies, and, above the infinite vertex of the night,

the sky was now entirely yellow. I passed the church

without stopping. I didn't for a moment think of taking

refuge there. The belfry leaned menacingly toward

me, and the bells began to ring again as if they were

still alive beneath the earth. Yet in Gavin's street, the

fountain seemed abruptly to have died. Water had

cea.sed pouring from the spout, and, among the black

shadows ot the algae and the watercress, liie water

was as yellow as the sky. Battling against the wind, I

ran toward Lauro's old house. The nettles stung me,

and the brambles wrapped about my legs as if they

loo wanted to hold me back. But I got there.

Exhausted. Panting. Several times I nearly fell. And
when I was linally out in the open countiy far from

the houses and the garden walls, I stopped to see \\ hat

was happening around me: the sky and the rooltops

were burning, fused into one incandescent brightness,

the wind was battering the windows and doors of the
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houses, and, in the midst of the ni^'hl. amid the endless

houhng ol leaves and doors, the whole village was

filled with an incessant lament. I did not need to

retrace my steps to know that eveiT kitchen was inhab-

ited by the dead.

Duriiiu the uliole of that iiiijlil. I uaiidered the mountain

paths, not daring to return to in\ own dead, f-'or more

than five hours, 1 waited for dawn, afraid that it might

perhaps never come. Fear dragged me aimlessly,

senselessly through the hills, and the thorns snatched

at my clothes, graduall\ eating away at mv courage

and my strength. Not that I was aware of them.

Blinded by the wind. I could barely see them, and

madness propelled me beyond the night and beyond

despair And so. when dawn finallv arrived. I was far

from the village, on the lop ol Liala hill, by the aban-

doned watering hole of a flock that had not been seen

for several years.

I continued to wait, though, sitting among the brambles,

until the sun came out. I kruu that no one would now

be waiting for me in the \illage^mv mother always

left with the dawn—but I was so tired I could barely

stand. Gradually, my strength returned— I may even

have managed to sleep for a while—and ulun the sun

finallv bioke through the black clouds omi flrala. I

set off again, ready to go back. Downhill and in the

full light of day, it did not take me long to cover the

distance walked the previous night. The wind had

dropped, and a deep calm was spreading softiv over

the hills. Down below in the river valley, the rooftops

of Ainielle were floating in the mist as sweetly as at

any dawn. As I came within sight of the houses, the

dog joined me. She appeared suddenly at the side of
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the road, from among some bushes, still trembling

vs ith fear and excitement. The poor creature had spent

the night there, hiding, and now, when she found me,

she looked at me in silence, struggling to understand.

But I could tell her nothing. Even if she had been able

to comprehend my words, I could not explain some-

thing that I myself could not grasp. Perhaps it really

had been nothing more than a dream, a murky,

tormented nightmare born of insomnia and solitude.

Or perhaps not. Perhaps I really had seen and heard

everything that I saw and heard that night—^just as I

could now see the garden walls and hear around me
the cries of the birds—and those black shadows were

perhaps still waiting for me to return to the kitchen.

The presence of the dog gave me courage, however,

to walk past the houses and go toward my own. The

street door was still open, just as I had left it, and, as

always, a profound silence welled up from the far end

of the passageway. I did not hesitate for a second. I

did not even slop to remember the events of the

night—and of many other previous nights—which I

thought I had experienced. I went in through the door

and entered the house convinced that it was all a lie,

that there was no one waiting in the kitchen and that

everything that had happened had been merely the

nightmare fruit ol insomnia and madness. Oi course,

no one was in the kitchen. The bench was empty, as

it always was, touched In the first light of day coming
in through the window. In the fireplace, though, quite

inexplicably, the lire I had doused before I went to

bed was still burning, still wrapped in a strange,

myster ious ulow.

Se\erai months passed, and there \sas no recurrence ol

these events. I sat waiting in the kitchen ever>' night,
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alcrl lu the slighlcsl sound, Icaring llial llic duor would

again open of its own accord and that my mother

would appear once more before me. But the winter

passed, and nothing happened, nothing disturbed the

peace ol the kitchen and ol my heart. And so, when

the spring arrived, when the snows began to melt and

the days to grow longer, I was sure that she would

never return, because her ghost had onlv ever existed

in my imagination.

But she did return. At night and completely unexpectedly.

In the rain. November was drawing to a close. I recall,

and outside the windows, the air was yellow. She sat

down on ihc bench and looked at me in silence, just

as she had that lirsl day.

Since then. m\ mothei has returned on many nights.

Sometimes with Sabina. Sometimes surrounded by

the whole familv. For a long time, so as not to see

them, 1 would hide somewhere in the village or else

spend hours aimlessly, senselessly wandering the hills.

For a long time. I preferred to shun their company.

But ihev kept coming, more and more often, and, in

the Old. I had no option but to resign myself to shar-

ing with them mv memories and the warmth of the

kitchen. And now that death is prowling outside the

d(K)r of this room, and the air is graduallv staining

my eyes with yellow, it actually consoles me to think

of them there, sitting by the fire, awaiting the moment

wlu-n ?nv shadow will join theirs forever.
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This is how I have always imagined it would be. Suddenly,

the mist will Hood into my veins, my blood will freeze

the way the springs up in the mountain pastures do

in January, and, when everything is over, my own
shadow will leave me and go down and take my place

by the fireside. Perhaps that is all death is.

This is how I have always imagined it would be. Even

when I thought it was still a long way off. But now
that death is approaching, now that time is ending

and the mist is wrapping itself around my memories

and around the bars at the foot of the bed, I think of

those days, and I am suddenly assailed by ihe thought

that perhaps my shadow has been sitting with the

other shadows around the lire c\ci" since iIilmi.

This isn't a new thought. In lact, it's a feeling that has

never left me since the night my mother appeared to

me for the first time. The dark, impenetrable feeling

thai 1, loo, was dead and that ever\ thing I have expe-

rienced since then has been omIn the linal echo of my
memory as it dissolves into silence.

Since the nighl thai in\ mother appeared to ine lor the

first time. 1 ha\e ne\er acluall\ looked at nnsell in a
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mirioi. The one hanging from a beam in the porch

—

the small nunor in which, liom lime lo time, when

I shaved. I could see the implacable advance across

my face of decrepitude and death—was smashed lo

the ground by a gust of wind, and the mirrors I have

sometimes found lying about the village were cither

broken or obscured bv the patina of time. One of those

mirrors would probabl\ still ha\e been capable of

reflecting my face back at inc it I had only removed

tluit IciNcr of silence, but I never had the courage to

clean one oi them and acluallv see mvself face to face.

Always, at the last moment, I lacked the necessar>

courage to peer into the mouth of the abyss that doubt-

less awaited me on the other side ol the mirror.

Since the night that my mother appeared to me for the

first lime, I ha\e ne\er lelt Ainielle. The tiuth is that,

previously. I did so only rarely: once in April to go to

Pallars's shop to buy food and munitions in exchange

for skins, and per haps twice more in September, to go

to the market in Broto or Sabiiianigt) to sell the odd

sack ol truil picked from the large quantities that would

othei-wise rot on the trees ol Ainielle. But I alwa>s

came straight back. 1 didn t like to leave the village

alone for long. I was afraid that, in my absence, there

would be a repetition ol the incident that occurred

while 1 was up in iln hills uith the dog.

It was an August afternoon, five years ago, and although

many things have happened since that dav—among

others, possiblv, my own death—what occurred that

afternoon remains alive and unalterable in my
memor>'. I remember, for example, the breeze blow ing

in from Motechar. the scent from the gorse and the

thyme bushes in which I had laid snares and traps the
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day before. I remember the clouds climbing slowly up

from Espierre and the dark glow that, around midday,

forced me to return to Ainielle early. It was as if the

sky itself were warning me of what was happening

down here, as il that black glow were unwittingly driv-

ing me toward the very heart of the light and the storm.

It was some time, though, before I came in sight of

the village. The rain was blinding me by then, and the

breeze, suddenly grown agitated and violent, snatched

at my clothes and wrapped them around me. But while

I was still some way off, on the old road that passes

the shepherds' huts near Motechar, I spotted the horse

tethered outside Aurelio's house. My initial feeling was
simply one of surprise. It was the first visit I had had

in a long time, the first occasion since Sabina's funeral

that anyone had dared to enter the domains of obliv-

ion and death. Slowly, fighting against the wind, I

walked past the houses, determined to find out who it

was and what they were doing in Aurelio's house. It

was not long before I found out. As soon as I reached

the horse—the dog hung back silently, covering me
from behind— I understood why its owner, whoever

that was, had come to Ainielle: various bits of furni-

ture were propped up in the doorway, and, in the

middle ol the street, a pile of tools was waiting to be

placed in a bag. My first impulse was to go in and find

the man; but then I thought it would be better to wait

on the porch, with my shotgun at the ready, for him

to come out. When he saw me, Auivlio Iro/e. He made
a vague gesture with his hand, as il to greet me—alter

all those years—but in\ coldness made il clear to him

that he would get no response. For some seconds, we
stood there face to face, not speaking. Perhaps, during

that time, Aurelio remembered the morning when we
had said good-bye forever—he was leaving the next
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day—c^n the \cn' same spot where we were standing

\u)\\. Bill I hati lorgotten that. So iiiiich time had

passed siiiee then, and so much lor^ettin^ had accu-

mulated in my eyes that I could barely see the traces

left on his face by the passage of time. That is why I

stood to one side and pointed ni\ shotgun at him, never

taking m\ eyes off him (or a iiioiuenl. Tliat is whv I

made him leave without our exchanging a single word,

without allowing him to take anything with him. And

when at last he had disappeared into the trees, lead-

ing his horse. I fired a shot into the rain so that he

would know that he must never come back, because

this was no longer his house or his village.

The tools and the furniture lay rotting in the street, and

neither Aurelio nor his sons ever did come back for

them. It seems that when he reached Berbusa, Aurelio

told people that I had nearlv killed him. and. after that,

not even the shepherds dated to bring their sheep

an>Avhere near the valley boundaries, and I hardly

strayed beyond them eithei". But when I did—to buy

food at some other nearbv village— I noticed that the

surpri-se my occasional visits used to provoke had

suddenly turned into fear and distrust. No one saw me,

as they had before, as simply a lonely, neglected old

man. Thev Uxiked at me as if I were a madman, and

they treated me as such, hiding behind their windows

when they saw me coming. Not that I cared. I did not

even bother to turn around to show them that I could

feel their eves on my back. I had grown used to living

alone, and. deep down. I prefened their silence to their

words.

Their silence Ix-came definitive, and iheir words were stifled

forever only days before my mothers return. It was the
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winter after that incident with AureHo, the lirst winter

that I had to face armed only with my powers of resist-

ance and with luck. The tiiith is that I had no option.

The pre\ ioLis summer, solitude had seeped so deep into

my bones that, when September came, I did not have

the strength to go down to Biescas to buy, as I did every

year at that time, the food and other essential goods

that were vital if I was to get through the long months

of snow without too many worries.

Autumn passed, strangely placid and serene. The wind from

Erata was late in coming, and the rain didn't arrive

until All Saints' Day. I had ample time in October to

pick the fruit and the potatoes and to cut the wood
that I might need to carry me through until summer.

And since I still had some provisions left from last

winter" in ihc pantr\ and the animals responded

docilely to the call of my snares and traps, I thought

I would manage to get by until spring.

But December came and, with it, the first heavy snowfall

of winter. It was one of the heaviest I can remember.

For nearly a whole week, day and night, the snow
came gusting in on Ainielle, and, although it was not

like the great snowfalls of my childhood, when the

only way people could leave their houses was through

the windows and when the dogs could be seen bark-

ing from the uppei flexors and rooftops of stables, it

was bad enough Icj bury me alive in the house for a

month. The worst thing was that it also buried the

snares and traps, and, from then on, I was forced to

subsist s()lel\ on the little I still had in llic pantrv.

First, the Hour and the bacon ran out, then the di ied meat,

and around C In islmas Eve, the last beans and oil. I
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remember that on that day I made a huge ste\\ uitli

ever>'thing I had in the pantry Although no one would

be there to keep me eompany. I wanted to celebrate

that night with a good supper. Then began the

struggle for sur\'ival. For many days. I lived on pota-

toes aiiti mils (tJK- rest ol the liuit had rotted in the

boxes—the damp in the pantn uas growing worse

and worse—and the Iruil i\iiig under the trees in the

orchards was, like me, buiied undei three feet of

snow). That is how I got through what remained of

December and all of Januaiy I boiled potatoes in a

pan or roasted them in the embers, put them out to

cool on the poich in the icy uind. and then, as I used

lo with Sabina. sat down in the kitchen and shared

them with the dog. I had nothing else to give her.

But then the potatoes began to run out loo, and the snow

was still there outside the door, unmoving. frozen,

indestructible, as if it would never melt. The days

passed, silent and empty, always the same. and. as

ihcy passed so my hopes of being able lo go up to the

hills again grew ever mote remote and uncertain. As

long as the snow lasted, there would have been no

p>oinl anyway. The storm had doubtless driven ihe

hares down into the valley, and the boar would now
be huddled in its lair, like me. waiting for the moment
when it could sally lorth again. Toward the end of

January, more snow fell—before the first lot had even

begun to melt—and hope gave way abniptlv to a deep

sense of foreboding and impotence. It was a new feel-

ing which, at lirst, I did not even dare acknowledge,

an obscure suspicion, still very remote, that was grad-

ually growing and thickening with the snow. In my
lifetime, I had known some veiy hard times, some

even harder than this—the night Sabina died or the
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first night I spent completely alone in this house. But

until then, 1 had never imagined that I would one day

face starvation.

During the first few days of Februaiy, the situation became

intolerable. The threat of starvation had forced me to

ration my last reserves of food ever more strictly and

to do something I had thought unimaginable: to scour

the whole \illage, especially those houses that had

been more recently abandoned, for something that

might help eke out those reserves. As you might

expect, I found almost nothing: a bit of moldy flour

in a chest, a few rusty tins of food, which was, of

course, inedible, and, in Gavin's house, on the first

day, a sack of withered, wrinkled beans—its owner

had died more than five years before—which I boiled

up with the potato peelings and fed to the dog. She

was the one I was most worried about. After all, I

knew that I could last for another two or three weeks

—

anger and pride would get me through—but she could

not understand this and lay on the poich day and

night, whimpering, as she had during the months that

followed Sabina's death.

It was no coincidence, that strange similarity in the dog's

behavior. Outside, the snow was the same, as was the

silence invading every corner of the house, and as I

sat beside llic liic in llu- kilcheii, in\ ciuinh apath\

was doubtless also the same. That isn t just what 1

think now. I thought so then on that afternoon, on the

road to Berbusa, while I trudged through the snow,

as I had on the day when I went down to ask the

neighbors to come and help me keep vigil over

Sabina's body and bun her the next day. Now, years

later, I was going d()\Mi there again to ask (or help. I
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needed food. I had been pulling oil thai moment lot

a long time, bul, in the end. ihe snow and ihe look in

the dogs eyes had overcome bolh my powers of resist-

ance and mv pride.

rhc dogs in Berbusa came out on the load to meet me
and did not leave me lor a second during the whole

ol my slay in the village. Frightened and hostile, they

came right up close, barking and baring lierce teeth,

as if I were a thiel oi a tiam[i. But the racket made
by the dogs did not seem to alert the inhabitants. At

least, no door opened, and no one looked out to find

out what was going on. It seemed as if that village

too was nou entirely empty, as if. like so many other

villages nearbv. its inhabitants had all gone awav and

the dogs were the only ones lelt to delend the houses

and possessions of owners who had not even taken

the trouble to shoot them before leaving. But I knew
this was a lie. I knew that there were still six fami-

lies living in Berbusa and that many eyes were watch-

ing me. hidden behind the uindows of the houses.

For a long time. I wandeied the empty. solitaiA streets just

like any other stray dog. The snow down there was

already beginning to melt, and, beyond the porches,

the prints left bv the dogs mingled with those of

apparently nonexistent people. But only apparently

nonexistent. From the street, I could hear stealthy

footsteps at the ends of passageways, I could hear

whispered xvords behind shutters and could sense, in

the silence that ensued, the disquiet caused by my
presence near ihcir houses. They were probably all

remembering the day when Sabina decided to put an

end to her life and were wondering what, after all
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these years, had driven me to walk through the snow

again to Berbusa. Perhaps some of them, seeing me
with the rope tied around my waist, even thought for

a moment that I had followed Sabina's example and

that what they were seeing now was just the shadow

of mv soul come to ask them (as I probably will

tonight) to go to Ainielle to bury me. But I know very

well that at that moment I was still alive. Although

solitude had begun to confuse my senses like some

slow dream, I was still conscious of my own existence,

and, walking down those streets, I could feel their

eyes on me and the wall of silence that the dogs had

been gradually building around me. The dogs were

equally troubled by the lack of response. They had

trailed after me through the whole village; during that

time they had tried in vain to alert the inhabitants,

and, when we reached the last house, back near the

road again, they were looking at me strangely, unable

to understand why their owners did not come running

out, as they usually did, to find the reason for their

clamorous barking. I, on the other hand, had realized

what was going on some time ago. Having penetrated

the threatening barrier that they themselves had

thrown up around me, having walked Irom one end

of the village to the other and knocked at se\ eial doors

without receiving any reply, I knew that I could leave

when I wanted because no one in Berbusa would open

their clooi to me.

That uas llie lasl lime 1 luiiiihled mysell to ask lor help,

it was the last time that anyone saw me cioss the

frontiers that pride and memory were clearly

constructing around me. I followed the path I myself

had made through the snow back to the one house
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uhcic ihc dooi ivniaincd open lo inc. 1 rciiicinbcr

that it was dark by the time I got there. The sky was

frozen, and the reflection from the snow filled it with

a strange brightness. I sat until dawn looking up at

it Irom the bench on the porch, with the dog beside

me.
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That was where I stayed for what remained of my days.

From there, I have watched them pass one by one,

hke clouds before my eyes.

From there, from the place where my father in turn also

contemplated the inexorable passing of his days, I

have watched, quite impassively now, the final decay

of the village and of my body, and I have waited with-

out sorrow or impatience for the arrival of this night.

Only the dog has stayed with me to the end. Only the

dog and the silent, melancholy river, as solitary and

forgotten as me, the river that carries away on its

current the current of my life and which is the only

thing that will survive nic.

I have often gone down to the banks of the river in search

of company during these last few years, whenever my
solitude became so intense that not even my memo-
ries could save me from it. I had done so occasion-

ally before, when people were beginning to leave

Ainielle, and I used to go and hide in the mill so as

not to have to say good-bye to them in the morning.

Then, the liver lent me its silence and its poweis of

concealment, the remote secrecy of certain shady

places familiar from rin childhood But now it was
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not solitude I was looking for. Now, solitude was every-

where, the air and the houses around nie uetc- impreg-

nated with it, and it was onlv bv the river, amon^ the

ha/els and the poplars on the hanks, that I could find

some consolation for all that peace.

I could never quite understand whv. Peihaps it was the

nuiinuir ol the lea\es brushing the water. Perhaps it

was the ()\erlapping shadows cast by the trees that

confused both memorv and sight. Bui the company
of the poplars calmed me. Among the trees bv the

river, as among the oak woods ol Krata or the pine

woods of Basar^n, I always had the feeling thai I was
not alone, that there was someone else lurking in the

shadows. And that suspicion which used to trouble

me as a child and which, later, as I greu older. I

entirely forgot, returned once more to help me bear

the solitude of Ainielle and the inexorable passing of

the days along its streets.

Among the trees by the ii\er. though, the impression

that I was not alone was not merely a suspicion as

it had been in the woods of trata and Basaran.

Among the itees bv the river, there really were
many shadows apart from my own and an endless

murmur of words and sounds that the noise of

the water rushing over the rapids could never

quite conceal. Only I noticed those shadows. They

vanished like smoke before my eyes, and sometimes

I even doubled that they really existed. But my dog

could hear, as clearly as I could, the crying of those

other dogs—the mournful crs that rose from the

waters and which embodied the cries of all the

puppies that we. the inhabitants of Ainielle, had ever

thrown into the river—and she was clearly troubled
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when she suddenly recognized the cries oi her six

sibHngs in the deep pool in the rivei- where I had

drowned them, tied up in a sack, shortly after they

were born.

Poor dog. She had never even known them. She was the

only one to be saved from the whole litter, and by

the time she opened her eyes, her brothers and sisters

were rotting in the sack among the bulrushes and

the reeds of some deep pool, possibly many yards

downstream. Indeed, the dog knew hardly any of its

own race. Her mother had died giving birth to her

—

old Mora was too old and had had too many litters

by then—and so she grew up alone, completely alone,

in the streets of a village that even the dogs had

abandoned. Sabina was her real mother. She had fed

her daily on goat's milk, and, at first, on some nights,

she had even brought her into our bed to keep her

warm. But Sabina died without baptizing her.

Neither of us had given the matter any thought. Why
should we? What use was a name to a dog in a village

where there were no other dogs to distinguish it

from?

Who would have thought it? That poor dog with no name
and MO siblings, that blind pupp\ sa\ed from drown-

ing purely by chance—she was the last to be born

—

would, in time, be the only living being to accompany

me to the last. When evenone else left, she stayed

with me. When 1 shut myself up in the house, after

that last trip to Berbusa, and decided not to lea\ e here

again, she followed m\' example with not a thought

lor her own late sh(3uld I one da\ abandon her. And

lying there on the porch, by the bench on which I

have spent these last years ol in\ lile, the dog has
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shared mv destiny in exchange for nothing but a little

allection and some lood.

I don't know whether she too lost track ol the days as they

passed; or ii she was hiding beneath her apparent

indifleretice the sense of helplessness doubtless

provoked in liei h\ the iinpossibilitv ol making time

slop. It was hard to know. The dog was either lying

between my feet, under the bench, or wandering

aimlessly through the village behind me, and in her

eyes there was only a look ol immense tedium and

disenchantment. Onlv oui forays into the hills

managed to draw her out of this mood. Only our forays

into the hills and also, though this happened rarely,

the distant howling of some wolf crossing the high

slopes of Erata at night. But she would immediately

lapse back into that dispirited state. As soon as we
returned to the house, she would sink into an apathy

that became ever more cruel and desperate, ever more

impenetrable. Perhaps the same thing was happening

to her as to me: time slipped by so gently, slid between

the houses and the trees .so slowly and impeiturbably,

that I was not even aware that it was evaporating in

my hands like alcohol in a bottle.

Time always flows by like a river: melancholy and equiv-

ocal at first, nishing ahead as the vears pass. Like the

river, it becomes entangled in the tender weeds and

moss of childhood. Like the river, it hurls itself over

the gorges and waterfalls that mark the beginning of

its acceleration. Up until vour twenties or thirties, you

think that time is an infinite river, a strange substance

that feeds on itself and is never consumed. But there

comes a moment when a man discovers the treach-

erv of the vears. There alwavs comes a moment

—
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mine coincided with the death of my mother—when
youth abruptly ends and time thaws hke a pile of snow
pierced by a Hghtning boh. From that moment on,

nothing is ever the same again. From that moment
on, the days and the years begin to shorten, and time

becomes an ephemeral vapor—like the steam given

off by the snow as it melts—that gradually wraps itself

around your heart, lulling it to sleep. And by the time

we realize this, it is too late even to attempt to rebel.

I realized that my heart was dead on the day that the last

remaining inhabitants left. Until then, I had always

been so immersed in my work, so preoccupied with

the house and the family—despite the fact that, in the

end, all my efforts were in vain—that I did not even

have time to see that I myself was growing old. But

that night, in the mill, while Julio and his family were

making the final preparations to leave and the yellow

rain was falling gently on the river, I saw that my
heart too was entirely drenched by the rain. Then

came Sabina's death. And from then on, solitude made
of me a permanent, helpless witness to my own
destruction beneath the weight of the years already

lived.

However, it was in these latter years, e\er since 1 had

decided not to leave Ainielle in search of what no

one would give me, that my solitude became so

intense that I lost all notion and memon,' of the days.

It wasn't that strange sense of disorientation that had

filled me dm ing the liist \^imci aftei Sabina's death.

It was sinipl\ that I \sas no longer" capable of remem-
bering what had happened the day before, or' even if

that day had really existed, nor of feeling within nie,

as I had alwa\s fell, the intermittent flux of the hours
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running with tlic blood tliioii^'h my veins. Il was as

if time had siiddcniv stopped; as if mv heart were

completely rotten— like the huit on the trees in

Ainielle—and the days slipped over it without my
even feeling them. I remember that, initially, I was

frightened bv tliat unfamiliar feeling. It would assail

me in the night like a nightmare tlial forced me to

remain awake, not daring to go back to sleep, and

tossing and tur ning in bed. afraid that, if sleep over-

came me. I might ne\er wake up again, (jiadually,

though, I became used to it and e\en began to feel a

particular pleasure in allowing myself to be carried

along by that mad flow. It was like when I was a

child bathing in the river and I would lie absolutely

still in the water and let myself be carried by the

current toward the subterranean channels beneath

the water mill from which no one and nothing ever

returned. Sitting on the porch or in the kitchen, my
ga/e fixed indifferently on some point in the land-

scape or in the lire. 1 would again be filled by the

same confusing, troubling sense ol peace and immi-

nent peril.

But in the r i\er I knew that I could stop and escape the

current at the last moment, thus saving mv life, but

now the current was inside me. Although I could no

longer feel it. I knew that rt uas tlouing Irke an invis-

ible river through my veins and that it would dr ag me
helplesslv with it when, as now. the final flood tide of

time entered the deep and infinite channels of death.

And sometimes, when solitude proved stronger than

silence, I would feel its shadows so close and dark

around me that I would leave my place on the porch

or in the kitchen and spend hours at a time by the
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river tning to forget the murmur of dead water flow-

ing through my veins.

On one such occasion, I can't remember when—my
memon fails me and melts like frost when I try to

recall these last years of my life—night came upon
me still sitting by the river. I do remember that it was
a cold afternoon, in November or December (an icy

wind was blowing down the river, and there were no

leaves on the poplars), and that I had not moved from

the spot for several hours. The dog was looking at me
from where she lay among the reeds, perhaps wonder-

ing why I was delaying getting back to the fire. She
was probably cold. But I sat on, my jacket pulled tight

around me, watching in silence as night fell on the

trees by the river. I felt a strange coldness in my
lungs—an even more intense cold than that coming
from the river—and a sudden, inexplicable fear of

going back to the house and facing yet again my
mother's silent presence in the kitchen. I had gradu-

ally grown used to her being there, I had resigned

myself to sharing with her each night m\ memories
and the last cmhcis of the lire, but I found her deathly

pallor and her silence as troubling as I had on that

first occasion.

Slowly night fell on the river, cloaking in darkness the

silhouettes of the poplars and my own unceilainty.

With the coming of night, the river seemed suddenly

to take on new life: the wind began to howl among
the reeds, the lapids gently stifled the tormented,

interminable echo of the loarniiig water, and the

passionate flow of the \\ater ga\e way all of a sudden

to a contused babble ol shadows and sounds. Leaves,
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birds' wings, murmurinjzs. and moans mingled wilh

the wind and the lapids. filling the whole river wilh

mysleiA and menace. The dog came and sal by my
side—ears pricked, even sense alert—whether offer-

ing or seeking company I don't know. Perhaps she

had heard the barking ol some drowned dog among
the leeds. I coiildn t take much moie ol the place

either. I knew that mv mother was. as usual, waiting

lor me in the kitchen—the smell ol wood smoke Irom

ihe village lold me in ihe darkness that she had taken

it upon herscll to iiuhi the fire—bul I knew too that

if I was late back, she would piobablv come looking

for me by the river. Belore she could do so, I got up

and walked to the path. And then, without quite know-

ing why or where I was going. I leaped across the

plank bridge and set off in the opposite direction to

the smoke.

The dog looked at me. pu/zled—she even stopped on the

bridge, wondering lor a second whether or not to

lollow me—but she soon caught up and walked with

me into the hills. On tin.- Berbusa pdth. ue plunged

in among the oak trees, aware of the smoke and river

receding farther and farther behind us. It was a dark

night, perhaps the darkest I can remember. All day

the clouds had been thickening in the sky and were

now adding the dark light cast bv their infinite shad-

ows to those cast by the oak trees. At one point, the

dog and I lost the path. For a long time, we tried to

find it again, only managing to become even more

lost in the process. It was strange. The dog and I knew

ever> inch of the hills, foi we had walked them so

often that we would have been able to recognize, blind-

fold, each slope and each tree, but that night, for some

unknown reason, we both became more and more
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disoriented. It was as if the gorse bushes and the oak

trees were trying to confuse us by changing places,

as if, suddenly, a new order reigned and the Berbusa

path had evaporated beneath our feet. I don't know
how long we spent tr\'ing to find it again. We may
even have crossed it without realizing it. I only know
that, as we came around a hill, I saw before us the

charred wooden beams and ruined walls of the old

house at Sobrepuerto.

Exhausted, 1 dropped down on the grass by an oak tree,

near the house and the path. I was so tired I could

scarcely breathe. The dog did the same, breathless

and uneasy, never taking her eyes off the house. She

clearly didn't like the place. Even though she had not

even been born—neither she, nor Mora, nor Mora's

great-grandmother—when the terrible fire broke out

that burned a whole family in their beds along with

all the animals in the barn—apparently, the fire had

started in the chimney—the tortured shapes of the

walls and the smell of burned wood that the beams
still gave off even after all these years were obviously

repellent to the dog. I felt the same. I had come up

here when I was only fifteen, along with all the other

inhabitants of Ainielle and Berbusa, to help put out

the fire— I remember how, on that night, the village

bells tolled long into the small hours—and I still had

firmly engraved on my memoiy the terrible bellow-

ings of the cattle trapped in the barn and the ghastly,

interminable screams of that poor old woman who
survived for almost an hour with her hair and her

face totally burned away. That is why, whenever I

passed by on my way to Berbusa or on the way home,

I would cross myself and luiiiv on. Bui that night,

silling amid the oak trees, \\'][\) llu- dog by mv
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side, ihc nearness ol those walls no longer troubled

me, but rather, they soothed my spirit and calmed

me. After several hours lost in the hills. I had at last

loiind a reference point and the right path to take me
home.

It was at that precise moment, uhen I was just about to

get up, go back to the path, and return home—for I

was leeling stronger by then—that 1 suddenly heard

a terrible scream coming from within the scorched

walls of the house. The dog began to how 1. and a shud-

der ran through me. Nevertheless. I turned back to

the house and look a few steps toward it. Just a few.

enough to get a glimpse of hei: the old woman was

walking toward me, gazing imploringly into my eyes,

as if she had been waiting there since the night of the

fire for .someone to come back and help her

Yes, it was her, there was no doubt about it. The same torn

nightdress, the same white hair, still smoking, the

same burned and blackened face. Terrified. I stepped

back and began to luii in the opposite direction. The

dog raced after me down the hill, howling and howl-

ing. Suddenly, the whole hillside seemed to have

sprung into motion. The oak trees moved silently aside

as I passed, the gorse bushes crackled as they did in

the flames of the kitchen fire. and. above the gorse

and the oak trees, a dense, mysterious smoke began

to take hold of the mountain and of my eyes. Wrapped

in that smoke. I saw her again. At the bottom of the

hill. Waiting for me. Like a black, supplicant shadow.

Still I unning. I turned to the right, into the scrub. But

she was there loo. The old woman was everywhere.

Behind ever\ hill. Behind even tree. Hidden in ever>

shadow and around even bend in the road. It was
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pointless to continue running because, wherever I

went, she would be there waiting for me, tirelessly

repeating that horrible, monstrous, endless lament:

Give me some water and then kill me! Give me some
water and then kill me!
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Give iiic some water and then kill niel

Bui ulu) is saying it? Whose voice is it that keeps tirelessly,

monotonously repeating those words?

Is it the old woman's voice or my voice repeating her

\^()ids'^

And that breathing? Is it my breathing or the breathing

—

final and interminable—of my daughter?

The smoke burns my lungs, dries my throat, places in my
own voice the echo of other voices and the irregu-

lar rhythms of other peoples breathing: Father, I'm

thirsty! . . . Give me some water and then kill me!

... I'm going to die, aren't I? . . . Give me some water

and then kill me! . . . Father. I'm frightened! . . . Give

me some water and then kill me! . . . Give me some
water and then kill me! . . . Yes. I'm going to die. In

fact. I am dying. And I'm thirsty. And feverish. And

frightened. I'm dving, and in my chest burn all the

dead voices and all the cigarettes I ever smoked in

my life. My life, which is now reaching its inevitable

end.
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I sit back against my pillow. I seek the icy contact of the

bars on the bed. I breathe deeply, slowly, letting the

cool, brutal air into my lungs. Before I fully—fully?

—

regain consciousness, I can still hear the echo of the

old woman's lament: Give me some water and then

kill me! . . . Gi\e me some water and then kill me! . . .

Give me some water and then kill me!

If there were anyone else left in Ainielle, I would ask the

same as the old woman. If there were anyone else left

in Ainielle.

But I am alone. Completely alone. Face to face with death.
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I have often heard it said thai a man always confronts this

moment alone, even il, in his death agonv, he is

surrounded h\ famil\ and h iends. Ultimately, each

man is responsible tor his own lile and (or his own
death, and they belong to him alone. However, I

suspect—now that my life is coming to an end and

the vellow rain outside the window is announcing

death's arrival—thai a human look or a simple word,

deceitful or consoling, would be enough to shatter,

however briefly, this immense loneliness.

For several hours now, night has surrounded me completely.

The darkness erases the air around me as well as the

objects in the rcK^m, and the house itself is plunged in

silence. Could anything be more like death than this?

Could there be a purer silence anN-where than the one

now surrounding me? Probably not Probably when
death finallv oveiAvhelms both inv niemorN and niv

eyes, nothing will change. My memon will continue

to remember and my eyes to look beyond this night

and this body. They will continue to die eternally until

one day someone comes to liberate them forever from

death's spell.

Until one day someone comes to liberate them. But when
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will that happen? How much time will have to pass

before they find me and before my soul, at last, will

be able to rest alongside my body forever?

When there were other people living in Ainielle, death

never lingered in the village for longer than a day.

When someone was dying, the news would pass from

neighbor to neighbor until it reached the last house

in the village, and the last person to find out would

then go out on the road and tell the news to a stone.

That was the only way of freeing yourself from death.

The only hope, at least, that one day, in the fullness

of time, its inexhaustible flow would pass to some trav-

eler who might unwittingly pick up that stone as he

walked along the road. I had to perform this duty

several times. When Old Bescos died, for example, or

when Casimiro, Isabel's husband, was found stabbed

to death one night on the road to Cortillas. Casimiro

had gone down to the market in Fiscal to sell some
lambs, but he never came back with the money from

the sale. A shepherd from Cortillas found his body ten

days later, underneath a pile of stones. I was up in

the hills with the sheep and was the last to find out.

And that night, while everyone was sleeping, I went

back to the place where he had been found, and I told

one of the stones that the murderer had piled on top

of him in order to hide the body.

When Sabina died, instead of a stone, 1 went and told one

of the trees in the orchard. It was an old apple tree,

gnarled and nearly dead, that my father had planted

next to the well when I was born, so that we would
both grow up together. When Sabina died, the tree

was therefore sixty years old and hardly gave anv fruit.

But that year, its branches weie thick with blossom
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in spring, and. when autumn came, ihev were weighed

down with apples. Big, lleshy, yellow apples which I

left to rot on the tree, without tasting them, because

I knew that their splendid flesh had Ixeti led In the

putrid sap ol death.

That sap is now running slowly and sweetly through my
veins, and there is no one in Ainielle who will be able

to free me from it when I die. I will be the onlv petson.

the first and the last to know. The person who should

go out on the road to tell a tree oi- a stone that I have

died. But I won't be able to. Nor will I be able to go

to Beibusa, as I did on the dav Sabina died, to ask

the people there to bur> me. 1 will have no option but

to wait until the\ find me. Here, in this bed. staring

at the door, while the birds and the moss devour me
and the sap of death slowlv eats awav at mv memory
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The hours pass slowly, and the yellow rain gradually erases

the shadow of Bescos's roof and the infinite circle of

the moon. It is the same yellow rain that falls every

autumn. The same rain that buries the houses and the

graves. The one that makes men old. The one that, bit

by bit, destroys their faces and their letters and their

photographs. The same rain that, one night, by the

river, entered my heart never to leave me again all

the davs of my Hie.

indeed, ever since that night by the river, the rain has, day

by day, been submerging my memory and staining my
gaze with yellow. And not only my gaze. The moun-
tains too. And the houses. And the skv. And even the

lingering memories I still have of them. Slowly at first

and then keeping pace with the rhythm of the days

as they passed through my life, eveiything around me
has become stained with yellow, as if my gaze were

nothing but a memory of the landscape, and the land-

scape was merely a mirror of myself.

lirst it \^as llic grass and the moss covering the houses

and the river Then, il was the curve of the sky. Later,

it was the slate roofs and the clouds. The trees, the

water, the snow, the gorse bushes, even the earth itself
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gradually exchanged its black depths for the yellow

of Sabina's rotten apples. At first. I thought this was
just a delirium, some fleeting illusion of mind or eye

that would leave just as it had come. But that illusion

stayed with me. Ever more precise. Ever more real

and solid. Until one morning, when I got up and

opened the window. I saw that every house in the

village was stained uith vellow.

I remembei I spent all day wandei ing around the village

as if in a dream. Despite its undoubted reality. I could

not believe what I was seeing. Fences, walls, roofs,

windows, doors, eventhing aiound me was vellow.

Yellow as straw. Yellow as the aii on a stormy after-

noon or like a lightning flash glimpsed in a bad dream.

I could see it. feel it. touch it with my hands, stain-

ing my retina and mv fingers just like when I was a

child at the old school, playing with paint. What I

thought was an illusion, a fleeting visual and mental

hallucination, was as real as the fact that I was still

alive.

That night. I could not sleep I wrapped a blanket around

me and stood at the window until dasbreak. watch-

ing the leaves gradually buning the roofs and the

streets. Downstairs, on the porch, the dog was howl-

ing sadly, and, in the kitchen, my mother came and

went, occasionallv adding more logs to the fire. Thev

were probably both cold. Before dawn, at around five

or six in the morning, I saw them go out together and

disappear among the houses just as the dog used to

do with Sabina. following her through the night on

her interminable walks through snow and madness.

But this time, the dog eventually returned alone, as

the night was beginning to dissolve into a gray, lifeless
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blur. The dog stopped outside the house, beneath the

window, and sat staring up at me in silence, as if it

were the first time she had ever seen me. And then I

noticed—against the ephemeral backdrop of the first

light of day—that the dog's shadow was yellow too.

That was not the last discovery I made. Nor even the worst:

for not long afteiAvard, I realized that my shadow was
yellow too. By then, however, I had begun to grow
used to the steady decay of colours and shadows and

to the melancholy effect this had on all my senses. I

understood that it was not my eyes, but the light itself

that was decaying. I could see it in the sky, in the

pools in the river, in the rooms in the houses where
the silence and the damp mingled to form a thick,

yellow paste. It was as if the air were already rotten.

As if both time and landscape had gradually rotted

away, infected by contact with the branches of

Sabina's apple tree. When I realized this—on the night

when I realized that the dog too was dead— I picked

up my ax, determined to cut the tree down. I saw at

once, though, that this was pointless. The sap of death

had already filled the whole village, it was gnawing

at the wood and the air of the houses, impregnat-

ing my bones like a yellow creeping damp. Everything

around me was dead, and I was no exception, even

though my heart was still beating.

My heart has continued beating until tonight, but, after

that. I could never find rest again. My heart will, in

fact, stop like an old clock, in a few minutes' or

perhaps a few hours' time—before dawn at any rate

—

without having experienced one more time the dizzy

pleasure of sleep. Sleep is like ice: it paralyzes and

destroys, but it immerses whoever touches it in its
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sweetest depths. Often, sitting by the window. I would

remember the long nights of childhood, when solitude

did not yet exist and fear was only the veil conceal-

ing the symbols of imminent sleep. Olten, while night

stretched out like empty space before my eyes, I

wished that the snow of sleep would free/e them, even

il that meant never being able to wake up again. But

that never happened. I never again fell the irresistible

vertigo of the snow penetrating deep inside me. The

seeminglv infinite nights passed ponderouslv, and I

would watch them go as I lay still in my bed or paced

restlessly around the house, while the dog howled out

in the alley and my mother waited for me in the

kitchen. And sometimes mv heart beat so loudlv that

it reverberated against the walls and in my bones like

a watch about to explode; then I would leave my bed

or my vigil by the window and spend hours wander-

ing around the village, amid the solitude and ruin of

the houses, until dawn found me sitting somewhere.

so bewildered and wean that 1 could not remember

if I liad fallen asleep theie or had onlv just arrived.

I cannot now remember how long it has been since I slept.

Days, months, years perhaps. There was a moment in

mv life when the memories and the davs fused, a

mysterious, indefinite moment when rnemor> melted

like ice and time became a motionless landscape

impossible to apprehend. Perhaps several years have

passed since then—years that someone somewhere

will doubtless have taken the trouble to count. Or

perhaps not. Perhaps the night I am living through

now is still that same night when I realized I was

already dead and could not. therefore, sleep. But what

does it matter now? What difference does it make if

a hundred days or a hundred months or a hundred
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years have passed? They passed so quickly that I

scarcely had time to see them go by. And if this is the

same dark, endless night that has been going on ever

since that afternoon, why bother recalling a time that

does not exist, a time that lies like sand on my heart?
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Like sand, the silence will bui-\ my eyes. Like sand that

the wind will no longer be able to scatter.

Like sand, the silence will bun the houses. Like sand,

the houses will crumble. I can heai them moaning.

Solitan. Somber. Smothered h\ the wind and the

vegetation.

They will all fall little by little, in no particular order, w ith-

oul hope, dragging the others with them as they fall.

Some will collapse only ven slowlv beneath the weight

of moss and solitude. Others will collapse suddenly,

violently, clumsily, like animals brought down bv the

bullets of a patient, inexorable hunter. But all of them,

sooner or later, .some resisting longer than others, will,

in the end. restore to the earth what has always

belonged to the earth, what the earth has been wait-

ing for since the first inhabitant ol Ainielle lirst stole

it.

This house will probablv be among the first to fall (possi-

bly with me still inside it). Now that Chanos and

Lauro's houses are gone, now that the walls and all

memory of Juan Francisco's and Acin's have been

overwhelmed bv scrub and bushes, mine is now one
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of the oldest of those still standing. But who knows?

It may well resist. It may well follow my e.xample and

hang on to the bitter end, desperately and tenaciously,

watching as it grows more alone with each day that

passes, watching the other houses gradually aban-

doning it as my neighbors abandoned me. It might

even be that, one day, years from now, Andres will

come back to show Ainielle to his family, in time to

see his house still standing as a memento of his

parents' struggle and as silent testimony to his

neglect.

But that's very unlikely. If Andres does come back, he will

probably find only a pile of rubble and a mountain of

scrub. If he does come back, he will find the roads

blocked by brambles, the irrigation channels choked,

the shepherds' huts and the houses fallen. Nothing

will remain of what was once his. Not even the old

alleys. Not even the vegetable plots planted by the

river. Not even the house in which he was born, while

snow covered the rooftops and the wind whipped along

the streets and roads. But the snow will not be the

cause of the desolation that Andres will find that day.

He will search among the brambles and the rotten

beams. He will rummage in the rubble of the former

walls and will find perhaps the odd broken chair or

the slates that clad the old fireplace where he so olten

sat at night as a child. But that will be all. No forgot-

ten portrait. No sign of life. When Andres comes back

to Ainielle, it will be to discover that all is lost.

When Andres comes back to Ainielle— ii he ever does

—

many others will have done the same. From Berbusa,

from Espierre, from Olivan, from Susin. The shepherds

from Yesero. The gypsies from Biescas. Its former
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inhabilanls. They will all ^allicr like vultures after my
death, in order to carr>' off what remains of this village

in which I leave mv life. Thev will break the bolls,

kick down the doois. They will ransack the houses

and the shepherds' huts, one by one. Wardrobes, beds,

trunks, tables, clothes, tools, implements, kitchen pots

and pans. Ever\thing that, over the centuries, we, the

inhabitants of Ainielle, so painstakingly gathered

together will end up in other places, other houses,

perhaps in some shop in Huesca or Zarago/a. That

was what happened in Basaran and in Cillas. And in

Casbas. And in Otal. And in Escarlin. And in Bergua.

The same will soon happen in Ycsero and Berbusa

too.

As long as I have been here, no one has had the courage

to come to Ainielle to take away the things left behind

by the other inhabitants. After what happened with

Aurelio, no one e\en dared to cross the Irontier that

they knew existed h<.t\\ccn tlutn and nie. I occasion-

ally saw someone prowling the roads or watching the

village from afar, from among the trees, but thev all

fled as soon as they saw me. They were probablv afraid

that one day I might earn out the threat I made to

Aurelio outside his own house.

What they did not know—and will nevei know— is that 1

too felt afraid when I saw them. But not of them. Nor

of their shotguns. I was afraid of mvself Afraid of not

knowing exactly what my reaction would be if one

day I came face to face with one of them in the hills.

What I had said to Aurelio had been a warning, pure

and simple, a threat made with the sole intention of

frightening hun so that no one else would come
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bothering me again. I never thought that I might

actually have to carry it out. I did not even consider

—

not then at least—whether I would be capable of

shooting him in cold blood if he did come back one

day. That is why, whenever I saw someone prowling

the roads or watching the village from the hills, I felt

afraid of myself—afraid of my shotgun and of my
blood—and I would hide.

But I will not be alive much longer. In a few minutes'

time, or a few hours perhaps—before dawn at any

rate— I will be sitting with the other dead around

the fire, and Ainielle will be left completely empty
and defenseless, at the mercy of the eyes that are

watching it now. Perhaps they will wait a while yet

before approaching. Perhaps they will wait to make
sure that I really am dead and won't suddenly appear

with my shotgun to greet them. But as soon as the

people in Berbusa find out, the day after my body

lies at last beneath the earth, all of them, beginning

perhaps with the people from Berbusa themselves,

will fall like wild beasts on the defenseless stones

of this village which, very soon, will die with me.

And so, on the day that Andres comes back, he will

find nothing but a pile of rubble and a mountain ol

scrub.

But perhaps Andres never will come back. Perhaps time

will pass, relentless and slow, and Andres will still

remembei- what I said to him the night before he left.

Perhaps that would be lor the best. Perhaps I should

have written to him this morning—and left the letter

on the bedside table lor the men from Berbusa to

find—and reminded him once more ol what I said:



Never come back. That, at least, would spare him the

sorrow of seeing his village in niins and his house

bui ied beneath moss, just like his parents.

But it's loo late for that now. It's too late even to think

about what might have become of this village, what

might have become of this house and of myself if,

instead of leaving, Andrds had decided to stay here

with me and his mother It's too late for eventhing.

The rain is erasing the moon from my eyes, and, in

the silence of the night, I can hear already a distant,

desolate, vegetable murmur, like the murmur of nettles

rotting in the river of mv blood. It is the green murmur
of approaching death. The same murmur I heard in

the rooms of my daughter and my parents. The one

that ferments in graves and in forgotten photographs.

The only sound that will continue to exist in Ainielle

when there is no longei anyone to hear it. It uill giow

uilh the night, just as the trees do. It uill lot in the

rain and in the March sun. It will invade the corri-

dors and rooms of the houses while they (all, while

the solitude and the nettles slowly erase all trace of

their walls, their sunken roofs, and the distant memory
of those who built them and lived in them. But no

one will hear it. Not even the snakes. Not even the

birds. No one will stop to listen—as I am listening

now—to that green lament of stone and blood when
vegetation and the cold of death invade them. And
one day. in years to come, perhaps some traveler will

pass by these houses and never even know that once

there was a village here.

Only if Andres comes back, only if one day he forgets my
old threat or if his own old age finally awakens in

him some compassion and nostalgia, will he search
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among the stones for the remains of this house, track

through the grass for the memor\' of his parents and,

who knows, perhaps find among the brambles a stone

with my name can ed on it and the shape of the grave

in which, very soon, I will lie sleeping, waiting for

him.
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With my last remaining strength and only a spade for help,

I dug it myself this morning, between Sabina's and

Sara's graves. First, I had to use a sickle to clear the

entrance of brambles, as well as part of the thick mesh

of nettles and sciub that entirely covered the ceme-

teiy I had not been back to it since Sabina died.

When they see it— if a long time passes before they do. of

course, it may fill up again with nettles and water

—

some will think that people were right when thev said

that Andres, Irom Casa Sosas. Ainielle's last inhabi-

tant, was indeed inaci. Aher all, who but a lunatic or

a condemned man would be capable of digging his

own grave onlv moments before dying or being

executed? But I. Andies of Casa Sosas, Ainielle s last

inhabitant, (eel that I am neithei a lunatic nor a

condemned man, unless having remained faithful until

death to my memor> and to my house constitutes

madness, unless you believe that what they did, in

effect, was to condemn me to neglect and oblivion. I

have dug my own grave simpN in order to avoid being

buried far from my wife and daughter.

I had also thought of making my own coffin, ju.st as I made
coffins for mv parents, and as mv father made coffins
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for his. Alter all, ther-c is no one left to make mine.

But I couldn't. The wood I had kept by for it was still

damp, even though I had made a point of cutting it

in the spring when the moon was on the wane, so

that the old lime tree outside the schoolhouse would

not suffer and so that its wood would last beneath the

ground for many years. I learned the secret from my
father when I was still a boy. We may not be aware

of it, but a tree is a living thing that feels and suffers

and contorts with pain when the ax cuts into its flesh,

forming the lines and knots through which later will

enter the mold and woodworm that will one day rot

the wood. On the other hand, when the moon is

waning, the trees fall asleep, and, just as when a man
dies, suddenly, in his sleep, they are not even aware

of the ax cutting into them. Thus their wood remains

smooth, dense, impenetrable, capable of resisting the

earth's decay for many years.

That is how I always wanted to die: like a sleeping tree,

like a bewitched lime tree, in the peace of the night,

by the light of the moon. But luck is not on my side

in that respect either. Not only am I dying completely

alone and helpless, but I am also aware at every

moment of the ice advancing through my blood. Not

only am I awake—awake and sleepless—at the doors

of death, but sleep and its mysteries abandoned me
manv nights ago. And as if that were not enough,

instead ol lulling me to sleep, instead oi helping me
to confront death, e\en the dissolving moon is aban-

doning nie too.

There is no one left. Not even the dog. Not even m\ mother.

My mother has not come to keep me company
tonight—perhaps she's waiting foi inc. with Sabina
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and Sara, beside niv grave—and the dog is lying now
beneath a pile of stones in the middle of the street.

Poor dog. However hard I tr>', and as long as my hcan

holds out. I will ne\ei forget her last look. She will

never understand why 1 did it. She will never know

the pain I felt at parting from her forever. During all

these years, she has been the only living being who
has not abandoned me, and. even this morning, she

accompanied me to the cemeten and stood at the

gate, still and bemused, as if wondering who that grave

was for. Then, she came back home with me and lay

down as usual under the bench on the porch, prepared

to watch the slow hours of another afternoon pass

down the street. When she saw me go out again, carry-

ing the shotgun, her eyes brightened. It had been such

a long time since we had been up into the hills that

she began bounding around, barking. When we
reached the church, she turned. She stood absolutely

still, looking at me. as if asking whv I was pointing

the gun at her. I did not delay. I could not stand the

look in her sad, loyal eyes for another second. I closed

my eyes, squeezed the trigger, and heard the shot echo

harshlv among the houses. Fortunalelv. the cartridge

blew her head off. It was the only cartridge I had left.

I had been saving it for her for several years.
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No one showed me such consideration. No one gave me
a thought, not even when it came to kilHng me.

They left me here completely alone and abandoned, gnaw-

ing like a dog at my loneliness and my memories.

They left me here like a mangy dog who, out of loneliness

and hunger, is finally reduced to gnawing his own
bones.

It I had done the same thing with the dog; if 1 had not

kept back one last cartridge and had courage enough

to kill her, she would have ended up gnawing my
bones. She would have come up here one day to sate

her hunger on my skeleton.

Because she would not have abandoned me even in death.

Not even alter several days of not seeing me or hear-

ing my footsteps around the house would the dog

have left Ainielle in search of another village, another

master, and another house. She would have stayed

there, not leaving the porch for an instant, watch-

ing the different entrances to the village by day and

howling at the moon h\ night. And uheii it was all
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over, when she could no lonjjer stand and her nioulh

and eyes grew dull, she would have lain down in a

corner, like me tonight, to auait the coming o( death

alone.

That is exactly what Gavin's dog did, the old sheepdog who
shared the last fifteen years of Gavfn's life and who,

after Gavin's death, was left alone, just like old Adriiin,

with no house, no master and no sheep. For several

days, the dog lay by the door, barely moving from

there, howling sadly day and night. Sabina and I used

to take him the occasional bit of stale bread or what

was lelt of the bones that our dog, who was still a

puppy then, did not want. But he would not touch the

food. He would not even let us near the house when
we went there to give it to him. We had to leave it on

a plate, on the corner of the street, while he growled

menacingly at us from a distance. One night, I could

stand his pitiful moans no longer, and I went out with

my shotgun intending to finish him off. It was ver\'

dark, though, and I missed. The dog fled, wounded

and howling with pain, and for three or four days we
heard him up in the hills, still howling, until he either

bled to death or was devoured by wolves, and one

night he fell silent forever.

Thai is exactlv what. ver\ soon, will happen to nie. Alter

all, what am I but another dog-* What ha\e I been all

these years alone here but the most faithful of dogs

to this house and to Ainielle?

Throughout these years alone and forgotten bv everyone,

condemned to gnaw at my memor>' and mv bones,

I have guarded the Ainielle roads day and night.
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allowing no one to come near the village. Throughout

these years alone here, just like a dog, I have watched

the days and months pass, hoping to be remembered

by the one person who can do to me what I did this

morning to the dog.
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I was never afraid of liini. Not even when I was a child.

Not even on the night when the yellow rain revealed

his secret to me.

I was never afraid because I always knew thai he is just

another poor, solitan huntei ol old dogs.

Once, seeinu that he did not come and thinking that,

pel haps, he too had l()rj:ottcn I was still alive, I was

on the point of attempting w hat he and Sabina should

have done ages ago. But I didn't have the strength. 1

never got beyond meielv thinking about it. Always, at

the last moment, I lacked the com age required to press

the barrel of the gun against mv teeth and to feel the

cartridge blast my head off.

Fint 1 was never afraid of him. Often, during all these years,

I have called out at night to that hunter of dogs,

begging him to do to me \^hat I dici this moiiiing to

the dog.

He has taken a long, long time, though, to hear me. Far

longer than I ever thought I could possibly bear I have

waited for him so long, in fact, that even now I am
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afraid that it may all be a dream from which, ver\'

soon, the dawn will wake me.

But no. It's not a dream. He is the one calling me by my
name in the silence of the night. He is the one slowly

climbing the stair. The one crossing the corridor. The

one approaching the door immediately opposite me,

but which I can no longer see anymore.
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Someone will light a candle and with it illumine the now
cinptv sockets ol my eyes. They will put it down on

the bedside table and then they will all go, leaving mc
alone again.

They will spend the night in the kitchen. Thev will light

the (iie—so long unlit— and thcN will \sail together

loi the dawn, counting the niinulcs and the hours one

by one. As long as it is dark, no one will dare come
back up here to see if the candle is still lit. Until dav

conies, no one will dare even to leave the kitchen.

They will sit there together all night, around the fire,

too shaken even to tell the stories and anecdotes that

usually help them to while away the lime and unaware

that my mother's shadow is beside them, warming

herself by the lire.

When day breaks, altei all those hours waiting in the

kitchen, they will go back out into the street with the

strange feeling of having lived through a dark, endless

nightmare. Some of them, taking in a breath of the

cold, penetrating, liosty air. will even think for a

moment that the night spent in this house was only

a bad memory of other nights they thought lost in the
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mists of childhood. But the candle flame in the

window will lemind them that I am still up here. The

candle flame and also the smell of dead, rotten fruit

which, that morning as now, will still linger around

the apple tree possessed by the blood of Sabina. And
then, w ithout wasting another moment, as if they had

planned it all before, several of them will go in search

ot wood from the houses—broken planks and iloor-

boards that they will end up tearing from doors and

floors—while the others come back here to carry me
down to the kitchen in a blanket.

I \\ ill be there only the time it takes for them to build the

coffin. I will probably not even need to wait for the

other people from Berbusa to arrive. Because no one

will go to fetch them. No one will even think to go

down to Olivan to ask the priest to come up here and

bury me. When the coffin is ready, they themselves

will carr\' me on their shoulders, in silence, along the

alley choked with scrub and nettles, to the grave that

I dug this morning beside Sabina and my daughter.

They will not even say a prayer. They will cover me
with earth using the spade I left behind there, and

then, at that precise moment, everything will be over

for tiic and loi' Ainiclle.

They will perhaps sta\ on loi" a lc\s hours in Ainiclle, going

through the houses in search of tools or a bed or the

odd bit of furniture that might prove useful to their

own families. The emptiness of the village and the

knowledge that I am finally safe beneath the ground

will doubtless have calmed them. They may e\en wait

until they have been through all the houses before

going back. But, as evening falls and the wind begins

once more to rattle the \^indows and the doors along
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the streets, they will pick up their things and set off

hack to Bcrhiisa.

B\ the time they reach the top of Sobrepuerto. it will prob-

ably be growing dark again. Thick shadows will

advance like waves across the mountains, and the

fierce, tuibid, bloody sun will humble itself before

them, clinging, feebly now, to the gorse and the heap

of ruins and rubble that (before fire oveiAvhelmed it

while all the family and the animals were sleeping)

was once the lonely house at Sobrepuerto. The man
at the head ol the group will pause there. He will

contem|ilate the luins and the immense, gloomv soli-

tude of the place. He will silently cross himself and

wait for the others to catch up. And ulieii they are all

together, beside the old walls of the bui iied-out house,

they will turn in time to watch the night taking hold

once more of the houses and trees of Ainielle. \shile

one of them crosses himself again, murmuring:

"The night leturns to its lightful owner"
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